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INTRODUCTION
LETTER FROM WWF CHAIRPERSON 

©
 Leanne W

illiam
sAs someone involved in farming, I understand how complex and important 

the relationship between people and nature is. We gratefully accept the food, 
fresh water and clean air that healthy ecosystems give us. Yet we are part of a 

society that systemically pollutes, uses up or destroys those natural resources at 
an alarming rate. There is a disconnect between humanity and nature that seems 
impossible to mend.

The man-made systems that dominate our society date back to a time when 
economic growth was pursued at the cost of all else. Carbon-intensive fossil fuels 
were seen as cheap energy to drive business ambition. No one worried much about 
planetary limits. The fault with this way of thinking has become apparent to most, 
but the processes and behaviours that came with it are still heavily embedded. 

It is here, at the systemic level, that WWF does its most effective work. Humanity 
needs to advance and develop without compromising the integrity of our natural 
world. The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated how badly things can go wrong 
when that integrity is threatened, and people and nature come in opposition. We 
need organisations like WWF to ensure that the steps we take to recover from the 
impacts of this pandemic are based on the best available science and result in a 
world where people and nature are in balance. 

Now more than ever, WWF needs your support in doing this important work. 
This can take the form of time, donations of any size, or even a sense of goodwill 
towards the brand and sharing of its vital messages. 

For the past two years, I have been humbled and grateful to serve WWF as 
its chairperson. Serving alongside me are volunteers of the highest order: the 
insightful, knowledgeable and generous members of our Board. Each brings 
a unique perspective to the decisions made at Board level. As in nature, such 
diversity serves to make the Board stronger. This year we said goodbye to the 
steadying hand of Murphy Morobe, who has been a valued member of the Board 
for 10 years. At the same time, we gained Shirley Zinn and Thys du Toit, both of 
whom bring fresh thinking and a wealth of business experience to our collective.

Despite the challenges that 2020 has brought, WWF staff have continued to do 
great work. Even so, I look forward to the day when all of us can safely and fully 
engage in our activities again. Until then, let’s play our part however we can. The 
journey to a greener world needs every single one of you.

 
 

Vusi Khanyile

VUSI KHANYILE 
CHAIRPERSON:  
WWF SOUTH AFRICA
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CEO’S LETTER

“ARE 
WE DOING 
ENOUGH?” 

DR MORNÉ DU PLESSIS 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER: WWF SOUTH AFRICA
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As WWF, it’s important that we ask ourselves 
this question, often and sincerely. It’s all too 
 easy to keep doing what we have always done, 

the way we have always done it – especially if 
our methods are successful. But even when one 
sees positive results, there is always room for 
greater impact.  

Early in 2020, we initiated an independent review 
to determine whether we are on track to achieve 
our 2025 goals. Three years into our eight-year 
strategic plan, it seemed an appropriate time 
to ask ourselves how we could do things better. 
We had also just rolled out new enterprise 
management software to help us become more 
operationally efficient and – importantly – better 
able to report on our activities and outcomes. The 
independent review was to be a compass-checking 
exercise to confirm that we were heading in the 
right direction. 

The review was halfway when Covid-19 hit. 
While it has been a huge adjustment for all, 
I am heartened by the grace and resilience our 
people have shown in response to this challenge. 
Thanks to our various IT systems, we were able to 
transition from office to remote working within a 
few days. Field activities needed to be suspended 
during Level 5 lockdown, but we wasted no time 
in pivoting to desk-based activities: research, 
planning, advocacy, fundraising – and many 
virtual meetings. Our work continued, at pace, 
though in a different form.

The review also moved online to maintain course 
– and became even more relevant for us. As South 
Africa’s economy grinds to a near halt, and with 
promise of respite a long way off, our income as 
a non-profit organisation will soon start to come 
under greater pressure than ever before. We 
have always been financially prudent, but now 
we need to be even more vigilant about limiting 
our costs and attracting donations, partnerships 
and long-term investment into building our 
shared future. We need to do this to safeguard 

our financial health so that we can keep doing our 
work throughout the pandemic and the prolonged 
economic recovery that is likely to follow. 
With potentially reduced resources, we need to 
sharpen our strategic focus to amplify our impact.

The pages of this report showcase our 
achievements and the challenges we faced in 
the past financial year. WWF is one of the few 
environmental organisations that works in so 
many South African provinces and ecologically 
important areas. From the illegal wildlife trade 
in the north to the coastal fishing communities 
in the south, from grasslands in the high-rainfall 
east to vegetation corridors in the semi-arid west, 
we work with hundreds of positive change-makers 
to create a world in which people and nature can 
thrive. None of this would be possible without the 
optimism, integrity and grit that my colleagues 
display in abundance each day. I am grateful to 
be working with such knowledgeable, driven and 
capable people. 

Are we doing enough? I think everyone at WWF 
agrees that the answer is no. The answer will 
continue to be no while people live in poverty and 
our natural resources are being depleted faster 
than they can be restored. Covid-19 was a timely 
dress rehearsal for how we will need to deal with 
the impacts of climate change – not in the distant 
future, but in the decade ahead. As we plot a 
course for recovery, we cannot go back to how we 
did things in the past. We simply have to build 
things back better to secure greater resilience 
in our ecosystems and economies. We need to 
ensure that the most vulnerable people in our 
society are shielded from the worst excesses of 
our past.

WWF strives to create a better world for 
both people and nature – a world that is only 
achievable if we envision and pursue that bright 
future together. 

I do hope you will join us.

© Angus Burns / WWF
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HIGHLIGHTS

The number of 
businesses and 
cities that had 
signed up to the 
Alliances for 
Climate Action 
South Africa 
by the end of 
June 2020.

The number of rhinos 
safely translocated 
to their new home 
in Malawi in our 
first regional rhino 
relocation. 

The number of decision-
makers who participated in 
the national dialogue on food 
system transformation in 
October 2019.

THE YEAR IN NUMBERS

The number of small 
enterprises created 
through our work in the 
Boland Water Source Area. 
One focuses on clearing 
invasive alien plants 
while the other focuses on 
riparian restoration. 

The number of green 
SMEs created by this year’s 
graduates of the FirstJobs 
environmental skills 
development internship 
programme coordinated by 
WWF in the Eastern Cape. 

The number of 
small-scale fishing 
communities in the 
Eastern and Western 
Cape we are working 
with to improve their 
resilience and the health 
of marine ecosystems.

The number of years we have 
partnered with Nedbank 
through the WWF Nedbank 
Green Trust.

The approximate population of 
KwaDukuza, the small town that 
won the national One Planet City 
Challenge for its plans to become 
a low-carbon, job-rich, green 
manufacturing and logistics hub. 

The number of hectares of 
ecologically important land 
secured through biodiversity 
stewardship, purchase and 
contractual agreements by 
the end of June 2020.

The number of 
interns who took 
up paid positions 
immediately after 
completing our 
Environmental 
Leaders Graduate 
Internship 
Programme. 

The number of At Home 
with WWF webinars held 
during the financial year to 
keep donors and supporters 
informed about our work 
while staying home and safe 
in the time of Covid-19. 

The number 
of applications 
received from 
small businesses 
by the Green 
Outcomes Fund 
for investment to 
address climate 
change and 
environmental 
sustainability.

WWF SOUTH AFRICA INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY 
IN 2019/20

BEFORE COVID-19:  
JULY 2019 TO FEBRUARY 2020

Our business management processes received a welcome 
boost with the final rollout of NetSuite enterprise 
resource planning software, while our environmental 

programmes made solid progress on their work plans 
for the year. 

Among many activities during these months, we:

• Safely translocated 17 rhinos from KwaZulu-Natal 
to Malawi in our first regional cross-border relocation. 

• Advanced climate action by helping the small town of 
KwaDukuza develop an award-winning, ambitious climate 
action plan (see page 25).

• Secured three years of funding to promote 
sustainable agriculture through a new 
transformational partnership with Knorr (see page 27).

• Launched the South African Plastics Pact to 
accelerate the shift to a robust circular economy for plastic 
in local value chains. By the end of the reporting period, 
the Pact had 37 members, including four of the country’s 
Big Five retailers (see page 33).

AFTER COVID-19:   
MARCH TO JUNE 2020
Covid-19 underlined the urgency of our work in promoting 
a future where people and nature thrive. After ensuring the 
safety of our staff, we turned our attention to answering the 
question of how we could use our projects and partnerships 
to address areas of emerging need during hard lockdown 
and beyond. Focusing on areas where we have a legitimate 

This was meant to be a “super year for nature”, with several high-level 
environment-focused international meetings scheduled to take place. However, 
the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic resulted in most of these events being 
postponed. In much the same vein, our financial year can broadly be divided 
into a period of outwardly focused activity before Covid-19, and a period of 
focused strategic development, research and fundraising during lockdown.

voice and existing presence, we identified four areas where 
we could contribute to the national response:

• Immediate awareness communication – We were 
active in raising public awareness about Covid-19, producing 
a fact sheet that was translated into several official 
languages and distributed in communities. We produced 
thought leadership pieces on Covid-19 impacts and 
implications for our work. Staff gave media interviews on 
the food system and the impact on the wildlife economy.

• Immediate and long-term food relief – We facilitated 
a partnership between Nedbank, FoodForward SA (the 
country’s largest food redistribution organisation), and the 
commercial farmers’ industry body, AgriSA, to increase the 
delivery of surplus food from farms to vulnerable communities. 

• Funding for relief projects – The first quarter WWF 
Nedbank Green Trust call for proposals was reframed to 
focus on Covid-19-relief projects in the areas of food and 
water security, the wildlife economy, urban resilience and 
climate-related impacts.

• Immediate economic relief – In many of the rural 
communities where we work, loss of tourism revenue 
is having a negative impact on conservation, wildlife 
and people. We established a working group to provide 
relief, in the short term, from the food and economic 
crisis in these communities. This included discussing 
with donors the option of redirecting funds to emergency 
response efforts while retaining a longer-term focus on 
building resilience. Another working group was formed to 
support SANParks and other conservation entities with a 
fundraising campaign that went live in September 2020. 

 Our finance team represents WWF on the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN’s) Ministerial 
Covid-19 task team. In June 2020, the team – in 
collaboration with our Green Recovery task team – made 
recommendations on the National Treasury’s technical 
paper on sustainable finance.
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WWF IN THE 
EASTERN CAPE
How our work in various practice areas 
combines for the benefit of people and nature.

KEY FUNDERS IN THE 
EASTERN CAPE
Coca-Cola’s Replenish 
Africa Initiative (RAIN) 

FirstRand Foundation

Nedbank

Sanlam

Trellis Charitable Trust

WWF Nedbank Green Trust

© Samir Randera-Rees / WWF
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1  WEEDING OUT 
WATER-THIRSTY 
WATTLE
One hundred and two 
hectares of land were 
cleared of invasive 
alien trees by the end 
of June 2020, freeing 
up much-needed 
water resources.

LAND

6  FRESH FOCUS ON 
HIGHLY BIODIVERSE 
GRASSLANDS
Work to establish 
a new grasslands 
national park in the 
northern Eastern 
Cape is well under 
way. The project has 
been enthusiastically 
received by local 
municipalities.

Seven local chiefs have 
agreed to dedicate some 
of their land towards 
a 46 000-hectare 
protected environment
in the upper 
Umzimvubu catchment.

5  STRENGTHENING 
RESILIENCE 
OF FISHING 
COMMUNITIES
We are working with 
the fishing community 
of Hamburg to 
strengthen their 
resilience and help 
them manage marine 
resources better. This 
project also aims to 
contribute towards 
gender parity in the 
seafood supply chain 
by supporting women-
initiated enterprises. 

4  IMPROVING 
FISHING PRACTICES
We are working to 
improve commercial 
fisheries for squid 
in the area south of 
Port Elizabeth and 
small-scale fisheries 
for East Coast rock 
lobster in the vicinity 
of Port St Johns.

3  WATER 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
IMPROVEMENTS
Five springs that 
are the sole source 
of water for more 
than 1 400 people 
in Matatiele have 
been protected and 
separate collection 
areas created for 
people and livestock, 
so improving the 
health of these 
communities.  

2  STRONG 
PARTNERSHIP 
FOR WATER 
STEWARDSHIP
Home to some 
1.4 million people, the 
Umzimvubu River is 
one of South Africa’s 
few remaining 
near-natural river 
systems. WWF has 
been instrumental 
in building and 
strengthening a 
40-member, multi-
sectoral partnership 
to ensure water 
security and protect 
biodiversity in the area. 

8  GROWING GREEN 
ENTREPRENEURS
Thirty-six young 
locals, out of 40, 
graduated from a 
one-year “green” 
internship offered 
through the FirstRand 
FirstJobs initiative. 
These interns started 
11 SMEs and at least 
30 of the interns 
have an interest 
in continuing with 
some entrepreneurial 
activity after lockdown.

9  JOB CREATION 
IN THE CATCHMENT 
ECONOMY
The Forestry Steward-
ship Council certified 
the Umzimvubu 
catchment area for 
sustainable charcoal 
production, the first 
communally managed 
landscape to be 
certified in Africa. 
The Umzimvubu 
Catchment Partnership 
is piloting a project to 
produce sustainable 
charcoal from cleared 
invasive alien biomass. 
The project, which 
has been delayed by 
Covid-19, could be 
transformative in the 
fight against invasives 
and help rebuild the 
local economy after 
the pandemic. 
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7  COVID-19 
RESPONSE
WWF partner Meat 
Naturally organised 
mobile cattle auctions 
– bringing buyers 
to where the cattle 
are – to help rural 
farmers and their 
families keep earning 
a living during 
lockdown. In April 
and May 2020, these 
auctions facilitated 
cattle sales of 
over R3.6 million, 
supporting more than 
640 people in the area.
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ENVIRONMENTAL

South Africa is the third-most 
biologically diverse country in the 
world. It is home to 10% of bird, 

fish and plant species, more than 6% of 
mammal and reptile species, and three 
of the world’s 34 biodiversity hotspots, 
including its smallest, most diverse 
floral kingdom.

When healthy, these diverse ecosystems 
provide us with clean air, water, food, 
medicine and fibre – the raw materials 
that sustain life itself – while shielding 
us from the worst effects of climate 
change. However, an overreliance 
on fossil fuels, the dominance of 
the mining sector, a growing and 
increasingly urbanised population, 
and unsustainable food-production 
practices are placing our ecosystems 
under pressure. Climate change, too, is 
taking its toll, with droughts growing 
more frequent and intense in some 
parts of the country, while other parts 
struggle with increased flash flooding 
and landslides.

We need to take concrete steps now to 
improve how we manage our natural 
resources if our ecosystems are to meet 
our needs in the near future. Doing so 
will also secure the billions of rands 
that domestic and international tourism 
will likely contribute to our economy 
when travel opens up once more.

SOCIAL
South African society is characterised 
by deep inequality and widespread 
poverty. Government faces immense 
pressure to provide education, 
housing, safety and, especially during 
the pandemic, health care and food 
to its people. Employment presents a 
particular challenge, with more than 
a third of the population jobless and 
a youth bulge driving up the number 

of people entering the labour market 
each year. These needs compete 
for resources with environmental 
challenges linked to climate change, 
biodiversity and sustainability.

BUSINESS
The country’s biggest companies 
are gradually shifting away from a 
profit-at-all-costs way of working to 
incorporate principles of sustainability 
and shared value in their operations. 
Even small companies try to be 
sustainable and foster a culture of 
volunteerism and service. Government 
and businesses of all sizes have 
demonstrated willingness to work with 
public benefit organisations like WWF 
and each other to bring about positive 
social and environmental change.

ECONOMIC
The early months of 2020 dealt South 
Africa’s already constrained economy 
a double blow. The first was caused by 
hard lockdown being announced in 
March, severely hobbling economic 
activity. The second took place shortly 
after, when ratings agency Moody’s 
downgraded South Africa’s credit 
rating to below investment grade. 
Even though lockdown regulations 
have since eased and most businesses 
have been allowed to open up with the 
necessary precautions in place, the 

economic fallout will be felt for many 
months to come, with implications for 
WWF’s donor income. 

SKILLS
South Africa’s education system continues 
to be plagued by stark inequalities and 
chronic underperformance at the 
primary and secondary levels. Only 6% 
of people between the ages of 25 and 
34 hold a tertiary-level qualification 
across all fields, which is well below 
the G20 average of 38%. As a 
consequence, the pool of suitably 
qualified potential employees in the 
environmental sector is small.

POLICY 
WWF’s work contributes to the 
achievement of various global and 
local frameworks for ensuring that 
our planet will be able to sustain 
human life for generations to come. 
Key among these are:

• United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals (2015–2030)

• United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change

• Convention on Biological Diversity, 
including Aichi Biodiversity Targets 
for 2020

• South Africa’s second National 
Biodiversity Strategy and Action 
Plan (2015–2025). 

Our contribution to the SDGs

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide a framework for addressing 
the world’s social development aims in a way that supports, rather than exploits, the world’s natural 
resources. The SDG icons below are used throughout this report to indicate areas where our environmental 
programmes contribute to achieving these goals.

National departments 

ABOUT US
WWF IN CONTEXT
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SOUR STAKEHOLDERS
National departments Individuals and community- 

based organisations

Our staffCorporate partners

Individual donors Volunteers

Graduate internsBusiness networks

Board members 
and trustees

  Supply-chain 
transformation partners

Non-governmental and  
non-profit organisations

Universities and other 
academic institutions

Labour organisations

G
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nment & other 

B
usiness

Our supporters

Civil society

Global aid agencies and 
public-sector partners

Direct mail and  
social media followers

Provincial departments

Municipalities and cities

State-owned enterprises

International public sector 

Embassies

WWF ambassadors and 
influencers

© Nicky McLeod / WWF
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THE WAY WE WORK
We draw in external resources and provide support through 
our internal structures and processes to achieve our mission.

INPUTS INTERNAL FUNCTIONS ACTIVITIES AND OUTPUTS 
IN 2019/20 OUTPUTS

The quality of our outcomes 
directly affects the quality 

of our inputs

OUR MISSION
To champion the Earth’s capacity to provide a 

source of inspiration, sustainable food, water and 
clean energy for all.

The quality of our inputs 
directly affects the quality 

of our outcomes

Trust and goodwill are earned 
by our well-respected and 
recognised brand from a broad 
cross-section of society.

In turn, they attract:

• Funding from public-sector 
partners, businesses and 
individuals

• Skilled people with a passion 
for humanity and the 
environment

• Capable and trustworthy 
partners and active 
supporters in communities 
and civil society

• Mutually respectful 
relationships with 
government, the 
private sector and other 
organisations

Financial services and 
business support See page 30

WWF ensures its long-
term financial stability to 

deliver impact.

Fundraising and 
business development See page 40

WWF has a diverse range of 
viable income streams to 

enable its activities and impact.

Human resources and 
skills development See page 34

WWF employs diverse, skilled 
individuals who work in an 
efficient, high-performance 

environment.

Communications See page 36

WWF is a widely recognised, 
trusted and well-supported 

organisation in the 
environmental sector.

Environmental practice 
areas and policy See pages 16-29

WWF implements projects and 
supports policy for the benefit 

of people and nature.

Leadership See page 48
WWF is a well-governed, 

trusted and highly respected 
organisation.

OUR VISION
To build an equitable and sustainable future in 

which both people and nature thrive.

WE ARE UNIFIED 
BY OUR SHARED 
VISION, MISSION 

AND VALUES

OUR VALUES
WWF is knowledgeable, optimistic , determined, 

engaging, accountable and inclusive.
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OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH 
TO PARTNERSHIPS

A
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WWF is a convenor, project initiator, fundraiser, 
influencer and co-creator of knowledge.

We work with our partners to develop evidence-based, scalable projects that benefit 
the environment and economy. Our aim in all we do is to leave behind a sustainable 
system or structure that is able to meet the needs of both nature and people.

Partnerships are pivotal to the work we do. It is not always easy to align the interests, 
organisational structures and business models of a diverse range of stakeholders, 
which includes government, academic and research institutions, non-governmental 
organisations, companies and individuals. We are guided by the following key principles 
when developing partnerships:

Establish purpose
For a partnership to work, all parties need to agree on the purpose of the partnership 

at the outset. This purpose should be clearly articulated in writing and signed off 
by all members of the partnership. 

Co-create
Partners are more likely to be invested in the success of a project that represents 

their interests. We make a genuine attempt to consult with our partners and ensure 
that they play an active role in framing the objectives of a project.

Share the responsibility
One person’s passion is not enough to ensure long-term success. We ensure that each 
partner organisation is represented by multiple people to facilitate cross-pollination, 

alignment with overall goals, and good governance and accountability. 

Aim high
Our partnerships are based on joint understanding of the need to go beyond 
the partnership to bring about wider systemic change. A spirit of learning 

and innovation is key.

Stay focused
Partnerships can take time to gain momentum. When results are slow to come, 

it’s important that WWF, as the coordinating partner, keeps the initial purpose in view 
and demonstrates optimism and resilience.  
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OUR PRACTICE AREAS

These focus areas align with WWF 
International’s six global goals and 
three cross-cutting drivers 
(see bit.ly/WWF_goals), 
adapted for the local context. 
They are also in line with WWF’s 
New Deal for Nature and People  
(see explore.panda.org/newdeal).

€
$

ECOLOGICAL SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC

CROSS-CUTTING 
DRIVERS

http://bit.ly/WWF_goals
https://explore.panda.org/newdeal
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2019/20 
PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW

© David Clode / Unsplash
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POOR AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES AND INDUSTRIAL 
EXPANSION EXERT EXTREME PRESSURE ON OUR 
VULNERABLE ECOSYSTEMS AND BIODIVERSITY.
We buffer these impacts by securing ecologically 
important land for protection, either with the 
state or through agreements with landowners. 
Communities also benefit from protecting or 
sustainably using the resources on their land.

LAND

of KwaZulu-Natal land protected 
in perpetuity through title 
deed endorsements. Another 
50 000 hectares are in the pipeline.

21 600 HECTARES 

formally secured during 2020 
through land purchases and 
new and renewed biodiversity 
agreements. Of this: 

51 600 hectares
are grasslands and other priority 
areas in KwaZulu-Natal

12 411 hectares
are Succulent Karoo

4 833 hectares
are fynbos. 

68 844 HECTARES  

© Nicky McLeod / WWF
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Conservation corridor for Cape Conservation corridor for Cape 
mountain zebra plannedmountain zebra planned
A conservation corridor that will 
connect the Cape mountain zebra 
population in the Gamkaberg Nature 
Reserve with that in the mountains 
to the south is being developed. 
Connecting these populations will 
improve the genetic pool for this species, 
which was once close to extinction. 

Grasslands national park project Grasslands national park project 
took seedtook seed
The Trellis Charitable Trust released 
R10 million in funding – the first of 
five yearly tranches – for the purchase 
of a section of ecologically important 
grasslands in the Eastern Cape, 
which will form the core of the new 
Grasslands National Park. SANParks 
has agreed to manage the land, paving 
the way for the land to be declared a 
national park. 

Renewed community commitment Renewed community commitment 
to stewardshipto stewardship
The Bambanani and Ukuthanda 
community property associations in the 
rural grasslands areas of Mpumalanga 
renewed their biodiversity agreements 
for a further 10 years, enabling 
them to benefit from long-term land 
stewardship practices such as clearing 
invasive alien vegetation and improving 
wetland management.

Emerging farmers become showcase for sustainable agriculture
The Mgundeni community in rural KwaZulu-Natal has gone from depending solely on 
social grants to supplementing their income by selling excess cattle at auction – and all 
because they adopted sustainable livestock practices.
When the people of Mgundeni first received the rights 
to their land in 1990, they admittedly knew little about 
farming. “We didn’t have the time to observe and learn. 
We realised we needed help,” says Mr Phumi Msibi, 
nduna (advisor) to iNkosi (chief) Mabaso. 

The community’s leaders reached out to Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife. A little later, WWF came on board and started 
providing guidance on how to better manage the land. 
“We learnt to keep the cattle out of the wetland and break 
our grazing up into 18 camps,” says Mr Msibi. “All our 
herders know how to inspect the grass and move the 
cattle around to prevent overgrazing.” 

Now the community’s 50 households successfully farm 
goats, sheep and horses, but Brahman, Bonsmara and 
Nguni cattle are their prize livestock. The community’s 
understanding of sustainable farming practices – for 
example, matching the number of animals to the size of 
the land – improves the market value of their livestock 
while benefiting the natural environment. Their water 
quality has also improved, because the cattle and people 
no longer live right next to the water source. “Our people 
realise they are part of an ecosystem. The land is your 
mother and your father,” says Mr Msibi.

The people have gained a greater appreciation for the 
importance of birdlife. Whereas the children used to 
chase the endangered grey crowned crane and the 
vulnerable blue crane, they now play a role in protecting 
them, taking care not to disturb nesting cranes when they 
are raising young.

The community members enjoy many benefits from 
improved land stewardship. In addition to making an 
income from selling excess cattle at auction, they have 
removed 10 hectares of invasive alien wattle and started 
developing infrastructure to convert the wood into 
sustainable charcoal using funding from the Department 
of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development. 
They have also partnered with the University of 
Johannesburg on a project to monitor the quality of the 
area’s soil and water.

The Mgundeni community’s longstanding conservation 
commitment demonstrates what can be achieved when 
you consider the needs of both people and nature. It is no 
wonder, then, that the people of this area are looking to 
upgrade the status of the land to a protected area.

This project is supported by the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, Toyota, the Maas Maassen Fund and Ford Wildlife.
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HUMAN-INDUCED THREATS TO THE DIVERSITY 
OF SEA LIFE ALSO PLACE THE LIVELIHOODS OF  
OUR COASTAL COMMUNITIES AT RISK.

OCEANS
We work together with commercial 
fisheries and coastal communities to 
develop economically sustainable fishing 
practices, partner with the state to 
secure legal protections for ecologically 
important marine areas, and collaborate 
with various stakeholders in the seafood 
supply chain to protect threatened 
species from overfishing.

fish species changed 
environmental status. Jacopever 
(offshore trawl) and black 
musselcracker (line fishery) 
improved on the WWF-SASSI list 
from red (don’t buy) to orange 
(think twice before consuming). 
In contrast, king mackerel (line 
fishery) was downgraded from 
green (best choice) to orange and 
Cape dory (inshore trawl) was 
downgraded from orange to red. 

4 

additional WWF-SASSI Trailblazer 
Chefs were awarded this year, 
bringing the total number of chefs 
regarded as pioneers in the field of 
sustainable seafood cuisine to 58.

8 

© Shutterstock
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Small-scale fishers gain insight into 
sustainable seafood
Five workshops to introduce small-
scale fishers to the WWF-SASSI 
assessment methodology and discuss 
how to incorporate human dimensions 
into the assessment process were held 
during the year. Follow-up meetings 
were postponed due to Covid-19. 
We are collating the information 
collected into a handbook that can be 
used by other WWF offices looking to 
work with small-scale fishers.  

Management assessments of marine 
protected areas improved
Two newly created pilot assessments – 
one at the Betty’s Bay marine protected 
area in the Western Cape and one at 
the Trafalgar marine protected area in 
KwaZulu-Natal – were completed with 
the aim of making the Management 

Effectiveness Tracking Tool more 
holistic by including environmental 
and social objectives. 

Project to accelerate “green” marine 
start-ups commenced
In partnership with Oceans Hub 
Africa, six promising “green” marine 
projects were selected for incubation. 
These projects aim to promote resilient 
oceans and sustainable use of marine 
resources while supporting livelihoods. 
They will benefit from the mobilisation 
of sustainable finance, expertise and 
innovative business ideas. 

Funding to improve two fisheries secured
Action plans to improve the 
sustainability of pole-caught albacore 
tuna, rope-grown mussel and squid 
fisheries were finalised, and draft action 
plans for yellowfin tuna and East Coast 

rock lobster fisheries were developed. 
All of these plans fall under the Fish for 
Good project of the Marine Stewardship 
Council (MSC), with a dedicated 
Fisheries Improvement Project Officer 
working within WWF. Funding 
of £100 000 (about R2.2 million) 
was secured from the MSC’s Ocean 
Stewardship Fund to support the 
implementation of the action plans to 
transition albacore and rope-grown 
mussel fisheries to MSC certification.

Responsible Fisheries Alliance 
refreshed and revived
Extensive consultation with existing 
members of the Responsible Fisheries 
Alliance and other key fishery role 
players has resulted in a plan to make 
this industry body more inclusive 
and its work more impactful. We look 
forward to jointly launching the new-
look Alliance in the next financial year.

When coastal communities thrive, so do our seas
About 10 000 small-scale fishers in 200 communities along our coastline have a key role to 
play in strengthening marine environments.
Coastal fishing communities that depend on fishing or 
related activities for their livelihoods have historically 
suffered challenges, including not being granted fishing 
rights, low levels of education, exploitation and poverty. 
These communities are especially vulnerable to the impacts 
of climate change and shocks like the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Yet the power to improve the management of marine 
resources could lie in their hands. 

Evidence suggests that involving these communities 
in making decisions on the management of marine 
resources helps improve the status of fisheries and coastal 
ecosystems. To demonstrate the power of this principle, 
WWF is working to develop sustainable livelihoods and 
strengthen the marine management capacity of four small-
scale fishing communities – three in the Western Cape and 
one in the Eastern Cape. 

The Western Cape livelihoods focus builds on work WWF 
has conducted in the Kogelberg area since 2012. As a World 
Heritage Site, the Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve is very 
valuable in terms of both its land and ocean biodiversity. 
Along the coast, this region includes just under 100 fishers 
from Betty’s Bay, Pringle Bay and Kleinmond. After hosting 
a local livelihoods inception workshop with the Kogelberg 
communities to discuss the project, WWF appointed 15 
residents as marine and coastal community monitors and 

provided them with tuition so that they could improve 
their National Senior Certificate results; selected three 
community members for environmental educator training; 
and conducted feasibility workshops with communities 
on sustainable livelihoods. Six community members were 
trained to analyse baited remote underwater videos and five 
were selected to be trained as qualified eco-tour guides.

The project in Hamburg, a small town of only a thousand 
inhabitants about 100 km south of East London in the 
Eastern Cape, is the first expansion to a new coastal site. 
Hamburg was chosen because it is a poor, vulnerable 
community that has been granted small-scale fishing 
rights, has the support of the local municipality and is 
easily accessible. There are also a number of community 
enterprise development projects being implemented there 
that this project could complement.

During the year under review we started the process of 
setting up an office in Hamburg, contracted implementation 
partners and shortlisted community liaison officers. 
Covid-19 has slowed progress but all projects are ready for 
ongoing implementation once restrictions are loosened. 

These projects serve as the testing ground for activities that 
can be rolled out in other vulnerable communities along 
South Africa’s coastline.

These projects are supported by Germany’s Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and the 
Government of Flanders.
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THE ILLEGAL TRADE IN WILDLIFE PRODUCTS REPRESENTS 
A SIGNIFICANT THREAT TO SOUTH AFRICA’S FLAGSHIP 
SPECIES AS WELL AS PEOPLE’S SAFETY AND 
LIVELIHOOD OPPORTUNITIES. 

Our response is multifaceted. In addition to translocating 
endangered species to new areas to increase potential for 
breeding, we work with communities to identify ways to bring 
value to wildlife and explore appropriate alternative livelihoods. 
We also produce materials to empower officials from key agencies 
in the region to better understand wildlife trafficking and the 
associated legislation in order to address it more effectively.

WILDLIFE

rhino translocated 
to a new rhino range 
expansion site in 
the region.

200TH

nodes around the 
Greater Limpopo 
Transfrontier 
Conservation Area are 
being developed to 
raise awareness about 
wildlife trafficking.

7

rhinos moved from 
KwaZulu-Natal to 
Liwonde National Park 
in Malawi in our first 
regional cross-border 
relocation.

17
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Evidence gathering at wildlife crime 
scenes improved 
With the Green Law Foundation, we 
produced materials to help officials 
handling elephant and rhino crime 
scenes gather evidence to be used in 
court and produced guidelines on how 
to handle products detected at ports. 

Regional collaboration on legal challenges 
around wildlife trafficking
Sixty participants took part in 
a colloquium on the challenges 
of adjudicating cases of wildlife 
trafficking, co-hosted by WWF with 
the South African Judicial Education 
Institute and the Mozambican Legal 
and Judicial Training Centre in 
November 2019. 

Rhino-horn price analysis 
A programme for the systematic 
collection and analysis of rhino-horn 
price data was developed with input 
from representatives of TRAFFIC, the 
Wildlife Justice Commission and the 
World Bank at a workshop we hosted. 
Data from the programme will be 

analysed to inform rhino conservation 
policies and identify knowledge gaps in 
rhino-horn trade dynamics.

Participated in CITES COP 18
The Convention on International Trade 
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora (CITES) conference, held 
in Geneva in August 2019, offered our 
team the opportunity to emphasise 
the role of people, especially rural 
communities, in conservation.

Rhino managers handbook published
On 7 November 2019, we launched the 
rhino managers’ handbook at a special 
session at the Conservation Symposium 
2019 in KwaZulu-Natal. The handbook 
provides a concise set of best-practice 
guidelines for the management of 
the African rhino, including aspects 
relating to rhino biology, population 
monitoring, genetics and range 
expansion. It is the product of a 
collaboration between WWF, the 
International Rhino Foundation and 
the Rhino Impact Investment Project. 

Co-developing solutions for people living around protected areas
The Mnisi community living adjacent to Kruger National Park in rural Mpumalanga 
face a lack of economic opportunity and access to employment, restricted service 
delivery, and human–wildlife conflict that is familiar to many rural communities around 
protected areas.
To better understand the challenges experienced by 
those living in this landscape and help co-design 
solutions to benefit people living alongside wildlife, 
we facilitated a Wayfinder workshop with community 
representatives in November 2019. Developed by the 
Stockholm Resilience Centre, Wayfinder is a tool that 
helps participants define a problem, understand its 
context and develop sustainable, adaptive strategies to 
manage it. The Wayfinder approach allows participants 
to see themselves as active role players who are able to 
develop a vision for their community and conceptualise 
projects to address issues of collective concern. 

Three project ideas were developed with the Mnisi 
community: a communal cattle kraal, a community 
scouts programme, and a chilli-plant buffer.

The communal cattle kraal will see cattle owners within 
the community combine their herds and share the profit 

from live sales and meat sales. The responsibility for 
health care, project management, dipping and grazing 
would be shared. 

The community scouts programme will see 30 young 
community members trained as scouts and liaison 
officers to increase information sharing and job 
opportunities in the community. 

Finally, planting hot chilli plants along the border 
between the community and the protected area will 
reduce damage to crops caused by elephants. 

Our Wayfinder work with the Mnisi community forms 
part of the Khetha Program, a five-year partnership with 
USAID to address the impacts of wildlife trafficking on 
people and wildlife in the Greater Limpopo Transfrontier 
Conservation Area.

CASE STUDY
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Focusing on the 10 strategic water source areas that yield 
the majority of South Africa’s water, we convene partnerships 
to collectively develop water management solutions that are 
developmental, practical and sustainable.

FRESHWATER

 

hectares of land were 
cleared of invasive alien 
plants through Eastern and 
Western Cape projects. 

1 329 
natural springs 
were protected in 
the Eastern Cape 
Drakensberg, providing 
water for 1 400 people.

5 

delegates attended a 
cross-sectoral extension 
services workshop to 
support sustainable 
land management.

119 

POOR LAND MANAGEMENT, MINING AND CLIMATE CHANGE 
POSE A THREAT TO SOUTH AFRICA’S LIFE-GIVING  
LANDSCAPES – OUR WATER SOURCE AREAS. 

© Angus Burns / WWF
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ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS
Support for small green businesses 
in the Boland 
With our support, two local SMEs have 
been formed: one to clear invasive alien 
plants in the Boland Water Source 
Area and the other to actively restore 
areas that have been cleared. In only 
16 months of disrupted operation, MJP 
Environmental Services has cleared 
invasive alien plants from more than 
941 hectares of high-lying, difficult-
to-access terrain. Meanwhile the 
second SME, Siyindalo Environmental 
Services, is actively restoring important 
sections of the river bank along 
the Riviersonderend by planting 
indigenous vegetation. Siyindalo, which 
means “we are nature”, was formed 
by a young black woman who received 
mentorship through WWF.

Stronger partnerships in the Outeniqua 
area secured
After a false start with a partner that 
failed to live up to our expectations, we 
found a new partner to clear invasive 
alien plants and are developing a 
second partnership with the Garden 
Route Biosphere Reserve to increase 
activities that add to water security.

New partnership established in 
Northern Drakensberg 
Knorr/Unilever has committed to 
three years of funding to support 
the establishment of a new Water 
Source Partnership in the Northern 
Drakensberg aimed at improving water 
security, strengthening supply chains 
and supporting sustainable agriculture 
among smallholder farmers.

Indigenous nurseries handbook published
A practical guide for community-
run nurseries provides an overview 
of the skills and knowledge needed 
to run a community-based nursery 
growing indigenous flora for planting 
in nature after invasive alien plants 
have been cleared. It was launched 
in hard copy at the global Ecological 
Restoration Conference in Cape Town 
in September 2019, has been translated 
into Afrikaans and went on to become 
the second-most-downloaded report 
during the year.

Conserving the groundwater beneath our feet
Table Mountain is not just an iconic landmark, tourist attraction and biodiversity 
hotspot: it is also a precious site of groundwater that must be carefully managed to help 
the city endure increasingly frequent droughts.
Partnerships in water source areas are vital for 
collectively investing in the shared asset of South 
Africa’s fresh water. The Table Mountain Water Source 
Partnership brings together government, the private 
sector and the community to focus on the mountain’s 
underground reservoirs of water. This biodiversity-rich 
area replenishes the groundwater that has built up over 
hundreds of years in the aquifers, or underground lakes, 
beneath wider Cape Town.

Led by WWF, and supported by GEOSS and iCOMMS, 
this AB InBev-funded pilot project called on local 
citizens to participate in groundwater monitoring in 
the Newlands and Epping areas of Cape Town. It also 
led a survey to understand how many residents are 
using groundwater and to establish what groundwater 

information residents would like to have better access 
to. This pilot will lead to scaled-up monitoring and data 
management, an extensive public awareness drive and 
coherent groundwater governance through the Table 
Mountain Water Source Partnership. The need for this 
project was underlined by Cape Town’s water crisis in 
2017/18 and the likelihood of more frequent droughts 
caused by climate change. 

The first partnership steering committee meeting took 
place on 13 March 2020. Unfortunately, Covid-19 
forced the postponement of the official launch, which 
was planned for 18 March to coincide with National 
Water Week, and ahead of World Water Day on Sunday, 
22 March.

We look forward to officially launching this partnership soon with support and funding from the Danish Embassy.

CASE STUDY
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SOUTH AFRICA NEEDS TO TRANSITION TO A LOW-CARBON, CLIMATE-SMART 
ECONOMY IN A WAY THAT IS JUST AND DOES NOT IMPACT NEGATIVELY ON 
WORKERS EMPLOYED IN SECTORS SUCH AS ENERGY AND MINING THAT WILL 
BE DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE TRANSITION, AS WELL AS COMMUNITIES 
WHOSE LIVELIHOODS DEPEND ON THESE SECTORS.
The need for a just transition has been made clear by Covid-19, 
which has highlighted the deep inequalities in our society 
and further increased the vulnerability of those who hold 
poorly paid positions in faltering industries. During the year, 
we made progress in establishing WWF as a thought leader 
in the just transition space through our engagements with 
government, labour and the business sector. 

CLIMATE AND ENERGY

ELECTRICITY
Even though our electricity 
usage went down, our 
carbon emissions went 
up due to an increase in 
Eskom’s conversion factor 
– a measure of generating 
efficiency – from 0.95 in 
2018/19 to 1.04 in 2019/20.

147 329
kilowatt-hours (kWh) consumed 
(2018/19: 160 775 kWh).

153.2
tonnes of carbon emissions 
(2018/19: 152.7 tonnes).

OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT 
IN 2019/20

© Shutterstock
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Alliances for Climate Action  
South Africa launched
September 2019 saw the global 
launch of the South African chapter of 
Alliances for Climate Action at the UN 
Secretary-General’s Climate Action 
Summit. Through action and advocacy, 
business and city participants have 
pledged to create a net carbon neutral 
economy in South Africa by 2050. This 
is the first alliance of its kind in South 
Africa and we were instrumental in 
signing up all the companies and two of 
the metros to date. We are also leading 
the development of a communications 
strategy for the Alliance’s next phase. 

Contributions to national policy
Our high-level contributions to 
national policy during the year 
included providing input on the 
energy pathway under the National 
Planning Commission’s “Pathways 
for a Just Transition” and helping 
to develop the Sector Job Resilience 
Plans and the National Employment 
Vulnerability Assessment as a member 
of the steering committee tasked with 
developing these policies. 

Strengthening just transition discourse 
in labour and business
Several trade unions developed 
position papers on the just transition 
with our technical input and support. 
Engagements with the business sector 
led to the National Business Initiative 
developing a dedicated, business-led 
just transition programme. 

Small town wins national chapter of 
One Planet City Challenge 
The town of KwaDukuza (formerly 
Stanger) in KwaZulu-Natal beat eight 
other entries – including four metros 
– to win the South African round 
of WWF International’s One Planet 
City Challenge. We signed up all nine 
entries and supported KwaDukuza 
in developing its ambitious vision to 
become a low-carbon, job-rich, green 
manufacturing and logistics hub by 
2030. The One Planet City Challenge 
is a global programme that recognises 
and rewards cities that address carbon 
emissions by providing sustainable 
housing, transportation and energy 
for residents. 

Paper on investment in green 
infrastructure points to way forward
Published in March 2020, The case 
for investment in green infrastructure 
in African cities was prescient in 
highlighting the importance of green 
infrastructure in African cities as an 
appropriate environmental, social and 
economic response to existing and future 
climate challenges, and as an integral 
part of a green economy after Covid-19. 

Colloquia on mine closure and 
rehabilitation held
We were invited to speak at the 2021 
Mining Indaba’s Sustainability Day after 
co-hosting two colloquia on pathways 
to orderly and transformative mine 
closure and rehabilitation in the context 
of a just transition in South Africa, 
demonstrating our growing role as a key 
stakeholder in the mining sector.

LOW-CARBON
MOBILITY
CHALLENGE
TOOLKIT

                     Futures food for thought 

 

 

The policy brief identifies and reviews greenhouse gas and air pollution externalities from coal based 
electricity production and fossil fuel based freight transport in South Africa. In addition, an economy wide 
carbon price required to achieve the 2⁰C temperature target of the Paris Agreement is also identified from 
the literature. A number of methodologies available for estimating external costs are also discussed. 

The aim of the policy brief is to provide policy makers and investors with a road map for estimating and 
including externalities in their decision making processes and to illustrate the significant size of fossil fuel 
externalities. Internalising the external costs into their decision making will enable policy makers and 
investors to make more environmentally sustainable decisions.   

It is important to note that external cost estimations are extremely context specific, and dependent on a 
number of variables. The reported figures should be used only as a guideline to begin to 
encourage the wider use and reporting of externalities in policy and investment decision making. 

 

Greenhouse gas and air pollution externalities in South Africa 
Activity Unit External cost 

Rail Freight ZAR c/t.km 1.18* 

Road Freight ZAR/t.km 10.42 

Coal-based electricity ZAR c/kWh 48.39 

Economy wide carbon price ZAR/tCO2e 505 

*Inaccurate estimations since Swarts et al (2012) combines air pollution and GHG externalities into one 
estimation, which is problematic. No international estimations, however, are suitable for South Africa. 
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THE WAY WE CURRENTLY PRODUCE FOOD IS 
MORE DAMAGING TO THE ENVIRONMENT THAN 
ANY OTHER HUMAN ACTIVITY. SHIFTING TO 
REGENERATIVE AND RESILIENT APPROACHES WILL 
ENSURE THE NATION’S LONG-TERM FOOD SECURITY.
We work across a range of focal areas. In the food 
and agriculture space, we promote regenerative 
production practices. Along the value chain, we 
support responsible sourcing, sustainable diets 
and local supply chains, and aim to halve current 
levels of food waste by 2030. 

FOOD

of SIZA’s primary members 
have signed up to the SIZA 
environmental standard 
that was co-developed with 
the support of WWF.

63 

decision-makers took part 
in a national dialogue 
co-convened by WWF 
on transforming South 
Africa’s food system.

80 

life-cycle assessments 
were conducted on fresh 
produce value chains to 
quantify the trade-off 
between the benefits and 
environmental impact 
of plastics.

2
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Exciting pilot project to transform local 
food system
Woza Nami is an ambitious place-based 
pilot project that builds on the lessons 
learnt from the three-year Resource Smart 
Food Initiative, ending this year, which 
was funded by the WWF Nedbank Green 
Trust. Woza Nami, meaning come with 
me in isiZulu, aims to transform specific 
informal urban localities in the eThekwini 
Municipality’s food system. Co-created 
with the Southern African Food Lab in 
2019, the project intends to bring about 
simultaneous change in various parts 
of the local food value chain, beginning 
with supporting and sourcing from seven 
agro-ecological smallholder farming 
hubs. This approach was partly informed 
by a national dialogue that we co-hosted 
in October 2019, on transforming the 
country’s food system by enhancing 
local food supply chains. The project 
will explore the interlinkages in the 
greater ecosystem of local landscapes, 
food-production practices, technologies, 
infrastructures, organisations, formal 
and informal markets, regulations, and 
consumer behaviours and nutrition. 
If successful, this approach will be 
replicated in other parts of the country. 

New sustainable smallholder 
project initiated
A three-year partnership agreement with 
Knorr signed during the year will help 
build a sustainable agriculture supply 
chain in South Arica, while addressing 
economic and ecological challenges. 
The project, Future50, aims to strengthen 
the ability of smallholder farmers reliant 
on water from the Northern Drakensberg 
Water Source Area in the Free State and 
KwaZulu-Natal to provide sustainably 
sourced locally grown materials, while 
creating jobs and promoting small 
business development. 

SIZA environmental standard 
positively received
An environmental standard that we 
co-developed with the Sustainability 
Initiative of South Africa (SIZA) to 
help fruit growers better manage their 
impact on ecosystems was well received 
at Fruit Logistica, a large global fresh-
produce trade fair held in Berlin in 
February 2020.

Let’s talk about our food
How do we transform the way we produce and consume food so that it nourishes all 
South Africans and our connection with nature? This was the central question explored 
at the 2019 Living Planet Conference, which took place at Southern Sun Pretoria on 
25 July 2019, marking a culmination of our work in the food sector.  
The conference brought together chefs, farmers, 
scientists, government officials, business and civil society 
to explore holistic, long-term solutions to the three big 
food challenges facing South Africa: undernutrition, 
overnutrition and environmental degradation. It was 
attended by 200 people, received 11 500 views on 
social media and reached just shy of 2 700 people 
via livestream.

Highlights included a powerful keynote address by 
Bonang Mohale, former CEO of Business Leadership 
South Africa, and a cooking demonstration by celebrity 
chef Zola Nene. We also announced the winners of 
the prestigious Living Planet Award, which recognises 
exceptional South Africans who inspire people to live 
in harmony with nature for the benefit of our country 
and the wellbeing of all. The 2019 award went to 
Sissie Matela and Nicky McLeod for their work as 

directors of Environmental and Rural Solutions, a 
social enterprise organisation based in Matatiele in the 
Eastern Cape that works to regenerate the landscape and 
uplift communities. 

In his closing address, Dr Scott Drimie, director of the 
Southern African Food Lab, spoke about the need to 
engage with the complexity of the food system with 
head and heart, expertise and passion. He noted that a 
regenerative, healthy food system involves sustainable 
agricultural production; supply chains that are 
ecologically viable and support livelihoods; environments 
that make healthy diets available, affordable and 
acceptable; and people who are motivated and able 
to access and consume healthy food. He stressed the 
importance of engaging all stakeholders – from the big 
players to the “hidden hands” – to ensure accountability, 
collaboration and an end to hunger.

CASE STUDY
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WE TAKE AN INCLUSIVE APPROACH TO DEVELOPING GREEN SKILLS  
IN BOTH FORMAL AND INFORMAL SETTINGS, OFTEN COLLABORATING  
WITH  COMMUNITIES TO UNCOVER NOVEL SOLUTIONS TO OUR  
MOST PRESSING ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES.

Our projects are designed around inclusive learning. This entails 
working with communities, officials and our partners to share 
knowledge, develop capacity and collaboratively find the best 
approach to address complex challenges. Formal skills 
development initiatives at WWF focus on placing tertiary 
education graduates in paid internships with us and our 
partners to provide work-based learning and ensure their  
skills are deployed where they will have the most impact.

SKILLS FOR A 
BETTER WORLD

interns graduated 
from the 2019 
Environmental Leaders 
Graduate Internship 
Programme.

49

of graduated interns 
were Black. 

83% 

Grade 11 learners 
took part in our job-
shadowing programme 
in June and September 
2019, learning about 
what we do and 
exploring the possibility 
of a green career.

17

© Lara Rall / WWF
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Ranger leadership skills 
curriculum developed
A new curriculum to improve rangers’ 
leadership and professional skills – 
and ultimately open more career paths 
for them within the green sector – was 
developed in partnership with the 
Southern African Wildlife College.

Southern African journalists upskilled 
in wildlife reporting
To enhance and amplify reporting on 
the illegal wildlife trade, 15 specialist 
journalists – eight from Mozambique 
and South Africa and seven from other 
southern African countries – took part 
in a workshop jointly hosted with the 
Southern African Wildlife College in 
July 2019. 

Training delivered in marine governance 
and sustainability 
A two-day workshop on the National 
Environmental Management Act and 
the Marine Living Resources Act 
was hosted for officials responsible 
for managing the country’s marine 
protected areas (MPAs). Two further 
workshops, focusing on governance 
and sustainability of MPAs, were 
attended by 50 staff from Table 
Mountain National Park and West 
Coast National Park.

Interns poised to make a difference 
in Eastern Cape Drakensberg
FirstRand’s FirstJobs programme 
placed 40 young people in a one-year 
internship programme with 
Environmental and Rural Solutions 
in the Eastern Cape Drakensberg 
Water Source Area. They received 
165 days of training as well as 
practical experience in topics such 
as rangeland and environmental 
management, sustainable 
agriculture, entrepreneurship and 
para-veterinary service. 

The future is bright for our green leaders
Our Environmental Leaders Graduate Internship Programme aims to 
attract South African youth with diverse skills, support their increased 
employability and deploy them to where their skills are needed most in the 
environmental sector. 
This year, 49 interns graduated from the 
programme. By the end of the internship, 28 had 
been employed. Five individuals entered further 
internships. Fifteen interns were employed 
by their host organisation, into newly created 
positions, with WWF employing seven. 

Employers include Spar, Living Lands, the South 
African Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity and 
TRAFFIC. Spar, Sea Harvest, I&J and Seavuna 
placed their interns in roles focused on the 
environment and sustainability.

Five interns have registered for further study, 
two of them at doctoral level. Both students 
have secured scholarships, one an international 
scholarship for study in Austria.

The remaining 21 interns continue to explore the 
job market.  

 

CASE STUDY
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BASING INVESTMENT DECISIONS PURELY ON SHORT-TERM 
PROFIT METRICS IS UNSUSTAINABLE, FROM BOTH AN 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND A BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE.
To ensure our investments have real-world impact, we catalyse 
finance for green small and growing businesses through the 
Green Outcomes Fund. To support development, we secure funding 
from international public-sector institutions for projects focusing 
on sustainability and climate change mitigation and adaptation. 
We also work with asset managers to consider the carbon 
footprint of the companies they invest in and, by extension, 
their investments.

FINANCIAL FLOWS
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Green Outcomes Fund launched
The Green Outcomes Fund, which 
mobilises finance to support small and 
growing green businesses in southern 
Africa, was launched in early 2020. 
Developed with our support, the fund 
has so far received 185 applications 
from small and medium-sized green 
enterprises and 18 applications from 
potential finance partners.

Prescient Living Planet Fund entered 
year six
The WWF-supported Prescient Living 
Planet Fund reached its five-year 
milestone in May 2020. It continues 
to achieve its objective of delivering 
sustainable capital growth for 
investors, having rebounded from the 
Covid-19 impacts of March 2020. At 
the end of June 2020, the fund was 
ranked 50/193 over one year, 36/180 
over two years, 27/167 over three years 
and 21/118 over five years of funds in 
the ASISA SA Multi-Asset High Equity 
category, as measured by Morningstar. 
Its environmental footprint continues 
to be closely monitored and the fund 
continues to increase its exposure to 
renewable energy investments.

Disclaimer

Prescient Investment Management (Pty) Ltd 
is an authorised financial services provider 
(FSP 612). Collective Investment Schemes in 
Securities should be considered as medium- to 
long-term investments. The value may go up 
as well as down and past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. 
Collective investment schemes are traded at 
the ruling price and can engage in scrip lending 
and borrowing. A schedule of fees and charges 
and maximum commissions is available on 
request from the manager. Performance 
has been calculated using net NAV to NAV 
numbers with income reinvested. There is no 
guarantee in respect of capital or returns in 
a portfolio. Prescient Management Company 
(RF) (Pty) Ltd is registered and approved 
under the Collective Investment Schemes 
Control Act (2002). For additional information 
such as fund prices, fees, brochures, minimum 
disclosure documents and application forms 
please go to www.prescient.co.za.

Sustainable Landscape Finance 
Coalition formed
South Africa’s first dedicated 
Sustainable Landscape Finance 
Coalition brings together thought 
leaders, experts and stakeholders 
from all sectors to develop innovative 
finance solutions that ensure landscape 
conservation and maintenance 
of ecological infrastructure while 
benefiting South Africa’s people and 
economy. The coalition was launched 
in late 2019 through the efforts 
of Wilderness Foundation Africa 
and WWF.

Climate Finance Facility initiated
A strategic partnership with the 
Development Bank of Southern 
Africa sees the bank provide funding 
for climate change mitigation and 
adaptation projects through its 
Climate Finance Facility, while WWF 
contributes technical expertise to 
the development of environmental 
standards and guidelines. WWF serves 
on the facility’s steering committee, 
which has reviewed the first round of 
finance applications.

Six Capitals Advisory 
partnership continued
The partnership with Six Capitals 
Advisory provides guidance and tools 
for improving the investment industry’s 
environmental, social and governance 
performance. 

Covid-19 and sustainable finance
Our finance team represents WWF 
on the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN’s) 
Ministerial Covid-19 task team. In 
June 2020, the team made detailed 
recommendations on the National 
Treasury’s technical paper on 
sustainable finance, in collaboration 
with our Green Recovery task team. 
In the same month, we signed a 
JSE-led statement of commitment 
to sustainable investment practices 
during the Covid-19 crisis.
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THE PREDOMINANT “TAKE-USE-DISPOSE” APPROACH TO 
PRODUCTION IS UNSUSTAINABLE AND LEADS TO RAPIDLY 
RISING LEVELS OF WASTE, DEGRADATION AND DEPLETION 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES, AND HARMFUL EFFECTS ON 
NATURAL LIFE.
Our goal is to shift production and consumption patterns. 
We work to do so in two ways. First, by identifying levers 
to transform high-impact value chains into ones that 
use circular-economy principles. Second, by establishing 
partnerships with those best placed to use these levers 
and benefit from circular-economy principles. 

CONSUMPTION 
AND MARKETS

members of the Plastics 
Pact South Africa and 
12 supporting members.

25%

people reached through 
the digital Cape2Rio 
awareness campaign 
run by WWF-SASSI on 
plastic in our oceans.

150 000

views of our 250 Instagram 
stories, which formed 
part of our Plastic-Free 
Mzansi campaign.

58 784 

© Christopher Vega / Unsplash
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Regional commitment to address 
plastic pollution 
The 54 African countries pledged 
their support for the development of 
a new global treaty to address plastic 
pollution at the African Ministerial 
Conference on the Environment, held 
in November 2019. At the start of 
the conference, plastic pollution was 
not mentioned in the Ministerial 17 
Declaration that was under discussion. 
By the end of the week, following our 
campaigning efforts, the proposed 
global treaty on plastic pollution was 
added as item 17. The Declaration 
doubles the number of countries 
globally that have pledged support for a 
new global treaty.

Campaigns place plastics in spotlight
WWF’s Plastic-Free Mzansi and 
Waste-Free Festive campaigns 
raised awareness about reducing 
plastic consumption and encouraged 
consumers to buy products with 
reusable and recyclable packaging. 
The campaigns called on influencers 
and individuals to make commitments 
to reduce their contribution to 
plastic waste. 

Waste reclaimers join Plastics Pact
The African Reclaimers Organisation, 
which represents informal waste 
reclaimers in South Africa, joined 
the South African Plastics Pact as a 
member of the steering committee. 
The organisation’s involvement allows 
for on-the-ground knowledge exchange 
within the Plastics Pact global network.

Plastics Pact South Africa: Joining hands for a circular economy  
The Plastics Pact brings together all role players in the plastics supply chain 
to rethink how we design, use and reuse plastics.
In January 2020, we launched the Plastics 
Pact in partnership with the South African 
Plastic Recycling Organisation, WRAP and the 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation. The launch was 
attended by 21 founding members from across 
the value chain and nine supporting members, 
including industry bodies and cities. We led the 
development of this initiative in 2019, uniting 
businesses, governments, cities and non-
governmental organisations behind a common 
vision to address plastic waste and pollution. 

GreenCape is the secretariat from launch and 
will implement the Pact until 2025. A roadmap 

has been developed and action groups 
established. Planned actions include developing 
guidance documents on eliminating problematic 
plastic packaging, and obtaining commitments 
for designing packaging for reuse and recycling. 

The Pact is a powerful tool for accountability 
as it holds members accountable for meeting 
time-bound targets for delivery. Since the launch 
of the Pact, we have received requests from 
other WWF offices to share lessons learnt and 
offer assistance in setting up similar voluntary 
plastic agreements. 

CASE STUDY
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HUMAN RESOURCES
We strive to create an environment where our people feel valued  
and are given opportunities for continuous learning.

ACHIEVEMENTS
High staff retention rate
We retained 87% of our staff in 2019. 

Diversity improved but not yet optimal
Eighty-eight percent of the 78 new 
appointments made during the year 
were diversity candidates (our target 
is 75%). Black Africans account for 
38% of our staff complement. We 
recognise the need for greater diversity 
at executive and senior management 
level and will focus on increasing 
representation of Black Africans at 
these levels.

Making the most of opportunities to 
enhance skills 
Our training spend was lower due to 
the effects of Covid-19. Most of the 
training budget was used to support 
staff in further study at Master’s and 
PhD level. Our annual staff learning 
event took place at Newlands Cricket 
Ground and Cape Point National 
Park in Cape Town over three days in 
January 2020. This year’s event, on the 
theme “change in complex systems”, 
was attended by 130 staff.

Policies amended and under consideration
Paternity leave was increased from one 
to two weeks.

Support for employees
In June 2020, we launched an 
employee assistance programme 
that offers staff direct access to 
counselling and psychological support, 
legal advice and debt guidance. This 
improves on our previous support 
programme in terms of accessibility 
and confidentiality.

B job grade

B job grade

C job grade

C job grade

D job grade

D job grade

E job grade

E job grade

 Women  Men

 Black African  Coloured  Indian  White

DEMOGRAPHY PER JOB GRADE

GENDER PER JOB GRADERace and gender representation 
at various job grades
All positions are graded using 
the Paterson job evaluation 
system, which primarily 
uses the level of qualification 
required to do the job, the 
job’s content and the level of 
responsibility it entails.
Administrative positions start at job 
grade B and senior executive positions 
at job grade E. The figures alongside 
demonstrate the gender and racial 
spread within each of these pay grades. 
We are aware of the need to strengthen 
racial and gender representation at all 
pay grades.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Strategic shift to theme-focused campaigns
This year we took a new approach to 
communicating about WWF’s work, 
grouping our work into thematic 
clusters. The goal was to streamline our 
events calendar by ensuring that each 
campaign offers holistic coverage of 
our work. We tested this new approach 
in July 2019 with the “Take me there” 
campaign, which used photographs to 
emphasise the value of our grasslands. 
See our case study for more detail.

Climate Friday march
On 20 September 2019, we took part 
in the Climate Friday protest against 
government inaction on climate 
change. The WWF panda was highly 
visible in media reports on this 
global event.

More brand influencers fly our flag
High-profile celebrities and thought 
leaders continue to draw public 
attention to our work. We currently 
have 20 brand influencers, including 
three new additions in TV personality 
Fez Mkhize, adventurer Riaan Manser 
and actor John Kani.

For Nature. For You campaign
Between September and November 
2019, as part of the For Nature. For 
You campaign, we ran a rhino video 
on digital screens at OR Tambo 
International, Cape Town International 
and King Shaka International airports. 
We also placed 10 free adverts in 
print magazines through existing 
relationships with Times Media Group, 
Picasso Headline and Media24.  

Lockdown communications
In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
and as part of the For Nature. For 
You brand campaign, we launched 
a playlist, “Bring Nature Inside”, 
that features sounds of nature – 
water flowing, birds chirping and a 
highland rainstorm – and informs 
listeners about our work. A percentage 
of the streaming royalties went 
towards supporting WWF’s ongoing 
conservation work, at no cost to the 
platform user. 

We also launched the At Home with 
WWF webinar series to keep people 
informed about our work while staying 
home. Topics covered included the 
food system, supply chains and water 
source areas.

In May, our social media channels 
focused on areas of WWF’s work 
that are applicable to Covid-19 such 
as water, livelihoods, the economy, 
wildlife, people and nature. 

The stronger our brand, the better the quality of 
the financial and practical support we attract. 

COMMUNICATIONS

WEBSITE

212 985
unique visitors

FACEBOOK

95 613
followers

INSTAGRAM

12 122
followers

TWITTER

71 544
followers

LINKEDIN

5 287
followers

YOUTUBE

765
subscribers

VALUE OF PRO BONO 
ADVERTISING

R2.4 
MILLION © Shutterstock
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CASE STUDY
Cluster communications in action
Clustered by theme, our communications campaigns 
address one big issue while showcasing a range of our 
work. These were some of our top campaigns. 

Each day of the calendar 
revealed a surprise 
item, such as a recipe, 
video, blog or gift idea 
– all around the idea of 
reducing waste produced 
over the festive season. 

ONLINE ADVENT 
CALENDAR 

Featuring Kfm 94.5’s Zoe 
Brown and Carl Wastie, 
this video focused on how 
to make your own crackers.

VIDEO

On Twitter we engaged 
with the public and 
on Instagram social 
influencer Claire Mawisa 
boosted sign-ups among 
her followers.

SOCIAL MEDIA 

We used blogs to tell the stories 
of ordinary people directly 
affected by climate change, and 
to spotlight the need to rethink 
personal behaviour – such as how 
we commute to work – to limit our 
carbon footprint.

BLOGS 

We profiled the young 
South African climate activist 
Ayakha Melithafa and ran a 
fun workshop for 32 children 
where they learnt about 
climate change and designed 
creative solutions.

WORKSHOP

CLIMATE IMPACT

WASTE-FREE 
FESTIVE SEASON

We launched a technical 
report, Connecting 
South Africa’s Wildlife, 
Landscapes and People, 
generating public 
engagement through 
quizzes on email and 
social media.

REPORT

“Anatomy of a rhino move” 
became the top blog post on 
our website for 2019/20, with 
1 508 unique page views. 

BLOG POST

Pearl Thusi highlighted the 
value of nature and wildlife 
as part of our national 
heritage in September 2019 
(heritage month). 

SOCIAL INFLUENCER 

WILD HERITAGE

© Shutterstock
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FINANCIAL SERVICES AND 
BUSINESS SUPPORT
Prudent financial and business management gives us the freedom to focus 
on our conservation work. 

Our total income increased by 15% to R176 million while 
core income stayed flat during the financial year. This 
increase is largely due to our growing conservation 

programmes which continued to be fully funded from 
project-specific donations, many of which are secured for 
several years to come. Load-shedding, lockdown and mass 
retrenchment driving down corporate and individual income 
has a knock-on effect for us as a public benefit organisation 
that relies on donor funding. The country’s credit-rating 
downgrade and poor market performance also affected our 
income from investments. The bulk of the impact will be felt 
during the next financial year.

To manage reductions in income, we focused on lowering our 
core expenses by:

• Freezing salary increases for 2020/21.

• Asking staff to reduce their annual leave balances by 
30 June 2020.

• Reducing discretionary spending on marketing and 
fundraising activities.

• Negotiating rent relief with our landlord in Cape Town. 
Given the pandemic and current working arrangements, 
plans to purchase a building in Cape Town have 
been shelved.

Total expenses for the year increased by 10% to R181 million 
caused largely by the growth in conservation disbursements. 
Core expenses decreased by 4.5% as a result of savings in 
discretionary spend, offset by an increase in Network fees 
and the cost of the independent organisation review.

   Please see page 51 for our summarised annual 
financial statements.

INCOME BY SOURCE
FOR 2020

DISBURSEMENTS
FOR 2020

5% 
OFFICE SUPPORT11%

FUNDRAISING

84% 
CONSERVATION

9%
TRUSTS & 
FOUNDATIONS

19%
EARNED INCOME

8% 
WWF NETWORK

FUNDING

9% 
INDIVIDUALS

26%
CORPORATES 

4%
BEQUESTS

7% 
DONATIONS FOR 

LAND PURCHASE

18%
PUBLIC SECTOR 

FUNDING
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Donations secured
Our dedicated fundraising team spared 
no effort to develop our key funding 
streams during the year:

• Individual donations – Before 
March 2020, we engaged in intensive 
face-to-face fundraising with 
potential individual donors at malls 
and other public spaces. Our CEO 
spoke at various engagements aimed 
at raising our brand’s profile and 
attracting donations and bequests. 
After lockdown began, we halted 
in-person visits for all fundraising 
efforts and shifted our attention to 
telephonic fundraising. 

• Corporate donations – We are 
constantly exploring ways to partner 
with businesses on projects of 
mutual interest and environmental 
benefit. Our dedicated corporate 
donor liaison maintains 
relationships with existing donors, 
including by hosting webinars during 
the lockdown period. We secured 
about R20 million in new corporate 
pledges during the year. 

• Public-sector funding – Thanks 
to the tireless efforts of our bidding 
team, we secured just under 
R27 million from government and 
bilateral/multilateral aid agencies for 
projects and programmes through 
nine successful funding proposals. 
Another 18 proposals are still 
under review.

Copyright Credit © Copyright owner / WWF-

FUNDRAISING AND 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
We value every donation received, no matter how small.

© Rob Tarr / WWF
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3 300
NEW 
SUPPORTERS 
FROM FACE-
TO-FACE 
FUNDRAISING

6 
NEW 
BEQUESTS 

8 
NEW MULTI-
YEAR 
BUSINESS 
SUPPORTERS

47 
PROPOSALS 
SUBMITTED 
TO PUBLIC-
SECTOR 
DONORS, 
TRUSTS AND 
FOUNDATIONS 

The impact of sustained partnerships 
Longstanding partnerships are the bedrock on which our most 
successful projects are built.

Feature partner: Nedbank
This year, we celebrated 30 years of collaboration with Nedbank, which began with the 
WWF Nedbank Green Trust. We are also in the third five-year cycle of a transformational 
partnership to support sustainable agriculture and water security in South Africa, with the focus 
now on the Eastern Cape.

Feature partner: Sanlam
Sanlam is a critical supporter of WWF’s Freshwater programmes. Our partnership specifically 
aims to secure South Africa’s most important ecological infrastructure for water security, 
our water source areas. Sanlam leads by example in stimulating the implementation of water 
stewardship, encouraging South African corporates to do the same. The partnership also invests 
in securing the Boland Water Source Area in particular.

Feature partner: Woolworths
Woolworths’ support enables us to work with retail supply chains to produce food more 
sustainably, reduce food waste and drive industry commitments on plastics. Among other 
achievements, this work has contributed to the launch of the South African Plastics Pact 
(see page 33) and the fresh produce life-cycle analyses (see page 26).

CASE STUDY

Events
In response to the Covid-19 physical 
distancing regulations, we cancelled 
fundraising events such as the 
Earth Hour Adventure Challenge, 
which was scheduled to take place in 
Johannesburg and Cape Town at the 
end of March. 

Conservation Custodians 
programme launched
The WWF Conservation Custodians 
programme, which was launched in 
February 2020, offers major donors 
access to a host of exclusive benefits, 
including field trips to WWF projects 
to witness our work first-hand.

Pledges increased
Our quarterly Legacy Facebook 
competition recruited 202 legacy 
pledges (commitments to donate to 
WWF in a person’s will). 

However, due to the need to observe 
physical distancing, particularly for 
this vulnerable older group, we paused 
regular events and visits. 

WWF is a registered public 
benefit organisation (PBO number 
130002490). Qualifying donations 
are tax deductible and count 
towards a company’s socio-economic 
development expenditure.
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Copyright Credit © Copyright owner / WWF-

ASSOCIATED TRUSTS

Each trust is an independent legal 
entity that has contracted WWF 
to manage it. The trustees of each 

trust retain the fiduciary duties. Our 
duties include legal and governance 
support, secretarial services, financial 
administration and, in some instances, 
project management. The financial year 
of all trusts ends on 28 February.

WWF employs two members of staff 
dedicated to the Table Mountain 
Fund, and one dedicated to the WWF 
Nedbank Green Trust. 

THE NATIONAL PARKS TRUST 
OF SOUTH AFRICA 
This is a partnership between 
SANParks and WWF since 1986 that 
focuses primarily on procuring land 
to expand the country’s protected area 
network. To date, it has disbursed 
over R173 million to secure more than 
127 000 hectares of land to enhance 
South Africa’s protected area network. 
wwf.org.za/npt 

Trustees: Mr JP Rupert 
(chairperson), Dr MA du Plessis, 
Dr LE Dziba, Mr FG Mketeni and 
Mr MEC Read.
 

We provide administrative and business support services to these five trusts, 
which have independent conservation initiatives.

© Angus Burns / WWF
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THE WWF NEDBANK 
GREEN TRUST 
Established in 1991, this partnership 
between Nedbank and WWF funds 
innovative conservation projects that 
aim to address socio-environmental 
challenges in the country. To date, 
more than R324 million has been 
raised to fund innovative and diverse 
environmental projects.  
wwf.org.za/greentrust 

Trustees: Mr V Naidoo (chairperson), 
Dr MA du Plessis, Prof B de L Figaji, 
Dr BJ Kani, Mr WJ Krüger, 
Ms MP Mbengashe, Ms ASM Mearns, 
Mr PS Mokoena, Ms PK Naidoo and 
Ms LR van Hasselt.
 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN 
WILDLIFE COLLEGE TRUST 
WWF South Africa formed this trust in 
2000 to support the training of Southern 
African Development Community 
conservation managers at the Southern 
African Wildlife College and to ensure 
sustainable income to the college. To 
date, the trust has awarded R15 million in 
scholarships and funding to the college.  
wwf.org.za/sawct

Trustees up to 11 Nov 2019: 
Ms LJ Richardson (chairperson), 
Mr S Abrahams, Ms KM Bergs, 
Mr CH de Villiers, Countess SMMI Labia, 
Mr W Myburgh, Mr LD Sefu and 
Ms SL Snyman.

Trustees from 12 Nov 2019: 
Mr S Abrahams (chairperson), 
Mr W Myburgh and Ms TM Sowry.

THE LESLIE HILL SUCCULENT 
KAROO TRUST 
This trust was founded in 1995 by 
the late Leslie Hill to fund strategic 
initiatives to conserve plant species 
indigenous to the Succulent Karoo. 
Its interventions include acquiring land 
to create and expand protected areas, 
and funding research. To date, more 
than R189 million has been disbursed 
for the purchase of more than 255 000 
hectares of conservation land and to 
fund strategic stewardship initiatives. 
wwf.org.za/lhskt 

Trustees: Mr FJ van der Merwe 
(chairperson), Dr MA du Plessis and 
Prof MT Hoffman. 

THE TABLE MOUNTAIN FUND 
The Table Mountain Fund was started 
in 1998 by WWF South Africa with 
R7 million in donations raised by WWF 
from the custodians of Table Mountain, 
and a grant of US$4.9 million from 
the Global Environment Facility, for 
the conservation of the Cape Floristic 
Region, particularly its endemic fynbos 
and allied ecosystems. To date, more 
than R84 million has been disbursed to 
relevant projects.  
wwf.org.za/tmf

Trustees: Ms Y Firfirey (chairperson), 
Prof B de L Figaji, Dr CT Johnson, 
Mr JJ Manuel, Ms P Mgxashe, 
Mr EB Mnisi, Mr KA Nenguke and 
Mr J Smith.
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These are the donors and brand ambassadors who make our work possible.

WWF CONSERVATION 
CUSTODIANS
The Pandas
Annual donation of R200 001 
or more
Michael Hainebach
Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust 
Neville and Pamela Isdell 
Golden Fleece Merinos  

(Francois van der Merwe)

The Black Rhinos 
Annual donation of R100 001 
to R200 000
Edwin Hertzog
Anel van der Merwe
Rona van der Merwe

The White Rhinos
Annual donation of R25 001 
to R100 000
Wendy Ackerman
Amanda Chorn 
Ernst Hertzog
Vaunn Kelly
Adv Russell MacWilliam
Dr Oliver Preisig
Shaun Schneier
Stephen Twell

The Elephants
Annual donation of R10 000 
to R25 000
Kathy Ackerman-Robins
Arthur Bales
Emma Coucourakis-Peel
Stephanie Cronje
Basil Hersov
Patrick Holloway
Archer Kilpatrick
Terry Lamont Smith
John Nel
Audrey Nyman
Mark Read
Deborah Sampson
Matt Truscott
Johannes van der Horst
Rodney van der Laan

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
CORPORATE PARTNERS AND 
PROGRAMME FUNDERS
Anheuser-Busch InBev
Atlantis Foods
Barloworld Ltd
Distell Group Ltd
FirstRand Foundation
Food Lover’s Market
Heineken 
Irving and Johnson (I&J)
Johannesburg Stock Exchange Ltd
Mondi Group Ltd
Nedbank Group Ltd
Ocean Basket
Old Mutual Group Ltd
Pick n Pay
Rand Merchant Bank Fund
Sanlam Ltd
Shoprite Holdings Ltd
SPAR Group
Spur Corporation 
Sun International
The Boeing Company
The Coca-Cola Foundation 
Virgin Active South Africa
Woolworths (Pty) Ltd
Unilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd

BUSINESS NETWORK 
PARTNERS
Principal Partner/Green
CHEP
Foschini Group
Italtile and Ceramic Foundation Trust
Liberty Group Ltd
Megafreight Services (Pty) Ltd
Naspers Ltd
Nedbank Group Ltd
Omnia Group (Pty) Ltd
Prescient Holdings 
Remgro Ltd
Sanlam Ltd
SPAR Group
Standard Bank of South Africa
Sun International
Taeuber Management Trust

Trencor Services (Pty) Ltd
Vodacom Group
Woolworths (Pty) Ltd

Senior Partner/Gold
AVI Ltd
Barloworld Ltd
Belgotex
Cape Union Mart
Competitive Capabilities (Pty) Ltd
Distell Group Ltd
Emira Property Fund
Fairtree Capital (Pty) Ltd
Fedgroup 
Investec Bank Ltd
Italtile Ltd
Johannesburg Stock Exchange Ltd
MediClinic International plc
Melbro Group (Pty) Ltd
National Ceramic Industries 

South Africa (Pty) Ltd
Nissan South Africa (Pty) Ltd 
Old Mutual Group Ltd
Pepkor
Rallen (Pty) Ltd
Sappi Ltd
Virgin Active South Africa

Partner/Silver
Eco-Cycle Environmental Group
Food Lovers Market 
Illovo Sugar Africa 
Inzalo t/a Thornybush
Isibindi Forest Retreat
LFP Group
Mackenzie Foundation 
MBB Services International (Pty) Ltd
Monteagle Property Holdings (Pty) Ltd
New Clicks Group 
Penguin Random House South Africa
Pule Incorporated
RCS Cards 
Sentinel International Group
Seolo Africa
South African Sugar Association
Werksmans Attorneys

A VOTE OF THANKS
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TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS
Ackerman Family Foundation 
African Parks
Andrew & Pamela Somerville Trust
Anel Trust
Barbara & Edwin Courtenay Trust
Climate Works Foundation 
DG Murray Trust
E & J Anderssen Trust
ER Tonnesen Will Trust
FirstRand Foundation
Haggie Charitable Trust
Hersov Foundation
Jesse Graham Memorial Foundation
Lamont Will Trust
Leslie Hill Succulent Karoo Trust 
Lewis Foundation
Mackenzie Foundation 
Oak Foundation
Rand Merchant Bank
Save the Rhino International
The Debschein Trust
The Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust
The Maas Maassen Fund 
The Whatley Family Foundation
Trellis Foundation 
U I Strong Will Trust
Wildlands Conservation Trust
WWF Nedbank Green Trust

LEGACIES AND BEQUESTS
K Engelter
Mattinson Legacy
BA Nicholson
AS Semple
Dr SH Thaker 
ST Wilson

PUBLIC-SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS
Centre for Environment, Fisheries and 

Aquaculture Science  
Embassy of the Federal Republic 

of Germany
European Commission
Federal Ministry for Economic 

Cooperation and Development 
Federal Ministry for the Environment, 

Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety
Global Environment Facility 
Government of Flanders
International Climate Initiative
Marine Stewardship Council
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark
Rhodes University
Swedish Environmental 

Protection Agency
Transport Education and 

Training Authority
United Nations 10 Year Framework 

of Programmes on Sustainable 
Consumption and Production

US Agency for International Development

LICENSING/CAUSE-RELATED 
MARKETING
Cape Union Mart
Carrol Boyes
Falke
H&M
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet Programme
Tuffy 

ADDITIONAL PROJECT FUNDING
WWF Austria 
WWF Canada
WWF Germany
WWF Mediterranean Programme Office 
WWF Namibia
WWF Netherlands
WWF Sweden
WWF United Kingdom
WWF United States

DONATIONS IN KIND
Airport Media
Avis Car Rental, South Africa
Distell Ltd
Everard Read Gallery
Ford Motor Company of South Africa 

(Ford Wildlife Foundation)
Heineken
Hoorah Digital
JCDecaux Group
Marais Müller Hendricks Inc.
Media24
MultiChoice South Africa
Nissan South Africa
Picasso Headline
SAA Voyager Programme
Scan Display
Spoor & Fisher
The Maslow Hotel (Sun International)
Times Media Group
VMLY&R (Pty) Ltd 

BRAND INFLUENCERS
Zoe Brown
Catherine Constantinides
Kia Johnson 
Dr John Kani 
Hakim Malema aka TrashGodd
Riaan Manser 
Masego “Maps” Maponyane
Claire Mawisa 
Siya Metane aka Slikour
Dr Fez Mkhize 
Sizwe Moeketsi aka Reason HD
Zola Nene
Ryan Sandes
Tebogo “ProVerb” Thekisho
Pearl Thusi
Carishma Basday*
Dan Corder*
Chad Saaiman*
Liezel van der Westhuizen*
 

*Influencers without contracts
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T Abrahamse
GM Ackerman
R Andersen
HI Appelbaum
W Appelbaum
G Avery
PD Bacon
L Bailes
SW Barlow
M Barnes
CP Beatty 
C Bell
DT Blackburn
TA Boardman
SL Botha  
 MA Brey 
DC Brink 
R Bruyns 
RFG Cadiz 
C Carolus
A Charter
A Chinsamy-Turan
K Chitepo
PJ Clarke
P Cluver
LJ Coelen
J Coulter
DC Cronje
BA Dames
Bishop G Davies
AH de Silva
CH de Villiers
W Dewar
MM du Toit
DL Eggers
E Ellerine
A Enthoven
CJ Fauconnier
GT Ferreira 
B Figaji
A Fourie
BL Frankel
JA Freemantle 
MA Furst
J Goldin
A Golding
PM Goss

GE Gray
DCS Haggie
J Hanks
N Harris
PK Harris
M Hau-Yoon
R Havenstein 
DA Hawton 
BE Hersov
EH Hertzog 
GM Hossack
BJ Huntley 
T Ikalafeng
HC Japhet
JL Job
R Jordaan
M Joubert
MM Katz
VP Khanyile
MG Khumalo
FWJ Kilbourn
J King
P Kingston
A Kleinhans-Curd
ADC Knott-Craig
M Kuzwayo
Countess S Labia
R Lascaris
DM Lawrence
D Lewis
A Lubner
JA Mabuza
EM Mafuna
M Makanjee
Archbishop T Makgoba
PM Makwana
KI Mampeule 
P Mann
M Maponyane
E Masilela
J Matsau
AA Maule
GD May
WJ McAdam
E Meaker
RP Menell
T Modise

B Mohale
D Mokhobo
MV Moosa
MM Morobe
DB Mostert
JF Mouton
M Msimang
NF Newton-King
K Njobe
CG Olver
NF Oppenheimer
K Patel
JW Penny
AJ Phillips
R Phiyega
A Pistorius
RA Plumbridge
M Rademeyer
FE Raimondo
ME Ramano
G Ravazzotti
ME Read
E Rees-Jones
L Richardson
L Rodwell van Hasselt
L Roode
KC Rumble
GA Rupert
JP Rupert
H Rupert-Koegelenberg
Z Rylands
G Saintz
RJ Scholes
A Singh
S Singh 
BP Slingers
W Smith
FA Sonn
S Soobramoney 
RJA Sparks
JDT Stofberg
KE Taeuber
RKC Taylor
DJ Upshon
E Van As
VAP van der Bijl
F van der Merwe

GD van der Veer
AP van Heeren
G van Heerden
JH van Huyssteen
AS van Jaarsveld
G van Niekerk
JC van Reenen
P van Ryneveld
J van Zyl
JJM van Zyl
PJ van Zyl
J Verster
T Vosloo
K Waddell
A Watson
H Wessels
CH Wiese
ME Wilson
P Yako
PL Zim
S Zinn

OUR TRUSTEES
Trustees help us gain legitimacy among South Africans. They contribute 
to or increase support for our work and, ultimately, enable us to achieve 
our strategic goals.

Trustees are not directors and have no fiduciary duty towards WWF. Neither do they have the authority to act on our behalf. 
The Board formally approves the appointment of trustees. Directors are indicated in bold.
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Directorate 
Dr Morné du Plessis (CEO)
Augustine Morkel (Executive 

Manager Operations)
Emelda Driesen
Cerin Maduray
Tania Mapukata
Nomonde Mxhalisa
Sheyaan September

Human resources
Yolande Jacobs 

(Executive Manager)
Nur Frances
Mayele Motebele

Finance & Business Support
Stephen Abrahams 

(Director of Finance)
Mikhail Daries
Paulette Golding
Shameega Isaacs
Nicole Jacobs
Jodie Johnson
Ingeborgh Jooste
Jonathan Kahonde 
Mogamat Alwie Kamish
Sonia Kgomo
Tsholanang Moabelo
Yolande Petersen
Jacques Pieterse
Alyson Steenkamp
Namhla Tsawe
Nashieta van der Westhuizen
Vasigeran Vythilingam
Graeme Williams
Mayleen Williams

Strategic Communications
Pedzi Gozo 

(Executive Manager) 
Lizeka Biyana
Melissa du Preez
Natasha Jones
Dimpho Lephaila
Selaelo Mannya
Sue Northam-Ras
Eitan Prince
Fiona Suliman
Andrea Weiss
Ruan Wolfaardt

Business Development
Justin Smith (Head)
Lesley Booysen
Wendy Engel
Michelle Govender
Nabeelah Khan
Kassie Khanye
Nicole Lincoln
Avuyile Maselwa
Dr Tsitsi Mkombe
Shela Patrickson
Koogan Pillay
Pavitray Pillay
Somilanathi Thinga
Mirriam Zwane

Face to Face Fundraising 
Lawrence Ogundele 

(Regional Manager) 
Yentl Basson
Namhla Daweti
Sibongiseni Madi
Charles Mtombeni
Michelle Ndlovu
Mosima Pheto
Richard Thompson

Environmental 
Programmes Unit
Dr Theressa Frantz (Head)
Rizqah Amien

Environmental Leaders
Dr Glenda Raven 

(Senior Manager)
Lameez Bayat
Laetitia Piers
Ariel Prinsloo

Freshwater
Rodney February
Caroline Gelderblom
Magudu Kholosa
Dr David Lindley
Patience Makado
Hlengiwe Ndlovu
Samir Randera-Rees
Dr Klaudia Schachtschneider
Siviwe Sekese
Helen Stuart
Janine Titus
Susan Viljoen
Sharon Wilson

Land & Biodiversity 
Stewardship 
Angus Burns 

(Senior Manager)
Gareth Boothway
Jody Brown
Ayanda Cele
Jan Coetzee
Katherine Forsythe
Buyelwa Luxande
Nonkazimlo Mafa
Asanda Mafila
Thembanani Nsibande
Onkemetse Nteta

Oceans 
Craig Smith  

(Senior Manager)
Robin Adams
Junaid Francis
Bokamoso Lebepe
Kirtanya Lutchminarayan
Melisha Nagiah
Violet Ramokone
Amir Rezaei
Delsy Sifundza
Sindisa Sigam
Monica Stassen
Peliswa Tengwa

Sustainable Agriculture
Mkhululi Silandela 

(Senior Manager)
Shelly Fuller
Johanna Isham
Luyanda Njanjala
Samantha Sithole
Jacques van Rensburg

Wildlife 
Dr Jo Shaw  

(Senior Manager)
Natalia Banasiak
Joeline Barnato-Moore
Dr Jacques Flamand
Craig Hay
Dr Herbert Ntuli
Ursina Rusch
Pamela Sherriffs

Khetha Programme
Lindie Botha
Lalumbe Faranani
Bakholise Jojo
Fradreck Kaondera-Shava
Jabar Laaiqah
Lefa Mareka
Themba Martha
Baloyi Max
Michael Murphree
Lara Rall
Musa Shikwambana
Lubisi Wisani

Policy & Futures Unit
Tatjana von Bormann 

(Senior Manager)
Reinhardt Arp
Tjasa Bole-Rentel
Farai Chireshe
Nazirah Davids
Lorren de Kock
Adele Faasen
Rebekah Hughes-Khan
Innocentia Modau
Khodani Mulaudzi
Louise Naudé
Zniko Nhlapo
Lethabo Pholoto
Naledi Ponoane
James Reeler
Zaynab Sadan
Louise Scholtz
Dr Prabhat Upadhyaya

Table Mountain Fund 
Kerry Maree 

(Programme Manager) 
Carla Wood

WWF International 
Dr Samantha de Villiers
Dr Christo Fabricius
Marcel Kroese
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THE BOARD 
Our Board is our highest governance structure, providing strategic and governance direction. It consists 
of 11 non-executive and two executive members – the chief executive officer and the chief financial officer. 
Non-executive directors may hold office for up to three consecutive terms, with a maximum term of 10 
years. During the year Murphy Morobe’s term reached this limit, and he has retired from the Board.

  See our website for our Board members’ full profiles.

GOVERNANCE
As a public benefit organisation, we operate under the 
watchful eye of the public and our donors. Good governance 
is crucial for us, as any lapse in judgement could have 
severe consequences for our brand, the trust placed in us as 
environmental stewards and, ultimately, our sources of income.
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VUSI KHANYILE 
(CHAIRPERSON)

THYS DU TOIT THEBE IKALAFENG DR JACQUELINE KING MASEGO “MAPS” MAPONYANE

MURPHY MOROBE MAVUSO MSIMANG TONY PHILLIPS MARK READ 
(DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON)

PROF ALEXANDRA WATSON

PAM YAKO PROF SHIRLEY ZINN DR MORNÉ DU PLESSIS STEPHEN ABRAHAMS
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Our Board members are not 
reimbursed for their time. If needed, 
they may receive a travelling stipend 
for meetings, although by and large our 
members carry this cost themselves.

The Board is governed by a Board 
Charter and a Code of Conduct. The 
independence of the directors is 
confirmed annually by completing an 
annual declaration of interest. 

Each Board member sits on one 
or more committees, formed to 
address governance issues relating 
to a particular area of interest. Each 
committee has its own chair and 
reports to the Board. 

The Board met four times during the 
year. All these meetings had a quorum 
of attendees to vote on decisions.

Name Date appointed Area of expertise Committees

Vusi Khanyile (chairperson) Jan 2015 Business, finance • Nominations (chair)

Thys du Toit Apr 2020 Business, finance • Finance
• Investment (sub-committee chair)

Thebe Ikalafeng Feb 2012 Marketing, business • Social, Ethics and Transformation

Dr Jacqueline King Jan 2017 Conservation

Masego “Maps” Maponyane Jan 2017 Marketing, business • Nominations

Murphy Morobe Nov 2009 (retired Nov 2019)

Mavuso Msimang Feb 2011 Social development • Nominations
• Remuneration and Human Resources
• Social, Ethics and Transformation

Tony Phillips Jan 2016 Business, finance • Audit and Risk
• Finance (chair)
• Investment (sub-committee)
• Remuneration and Human Resources

Mark Read (deputy chairperson) Nov 2014 Conservation, business, 
philanthropy

• Nominations
• Remuneration and Human Resources

Prof Alexandra Watson Jan 2019 Finance • Audit and Risk (chair)
• Finance
• Investment (sub-committee)

Pam Yako Jan 2019 Business, tourism • Nominations
• Social, Ethics and Transformation (chair)

Prof Shirley Zinn Apr 2020 Human resources, 
transformation, 
education

• Remuneration and Human Resources (chair)
• Social, Ethics and Transformation

Dr Morné du Plessis Sep 2007 Conservation, business • Finance
• Investment (sub-committee)
• Other committees by invitation

Stephen Abrahams Jun 2016 Business, finance • Finance
• Investment (sub-committee)
• Other committees by invitation

COMMITTEES

Name  Responsibility
Number of meetings 
held during the year

Finance 
Committee

• Recommends annual budget for approval
• Helps ensure WWF’s finances are sustainable 

and aligned with organisational strategy

Three

Investment  
Sub-committee

• Helps ensure that WWF’s investments and 
the associated Trusts are well-managed and 
safeguarded

Two

Audit and Risk 
Committee

• Ensures balanced, transparent 
financial reporting

• Reviews effectiveness of internal financial 
controls and risk management 

• Oversees independent audit process 
• Ensures compliance with laws and regulations

Two

Nominations 
Committee

Recommends suitable candidates for 
appointment as directors 

Two

Remuneration and 
Human Resources 
Committee

Ensures appropriate and fair staff 
remuneration that attracts and retains 
competent people

One

Social, Ethics and 
Transformation 
Committee

Monitors activities relating to social issues, 
ethics and transformation, including diversity, 
working conditions and staff safety

Two

Executive 
Committee

Executes WWF’s day-to-day operations Routine
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OUR APPROACH TO RISK
WWF has been conducting an annual risk assessment since 2008. In terms 
of this process, the organisation identifies its top risks and reports on those 
deemed relevant to the Executive Committee, the Audit and Risk Committee and, 
ultimately, the Board. 

Our top risks for 2019, as reported to the Board in October 2019, are outlined in the 
table below.

Rank Description 2019 rating

1 Negative publicity and reputation damage Critical

2 Funding not meeting demands Critical

3 Loss of information High

4 Lack of responsiveness to opportunities High

5 Ineffective diversity transformation High

6 Significant business disruption High

7 Inadequate skills and capacity High

8 Health and safety risks in the field Medium

9 Lack of relevance of what WWF does Medium

In late 2019, the top-ranked risk for 2020 was negative publicity and reputational 
damage. This rating was mainly due to negative reporting on chapters of the wider 
WWF network in international media. 

No one anticipated the impact of the global Covid-19 pandemic. However, our 
existing business continuity protocols – created in 2016 when we recognised a gap 
in this area through the enterprise risk management process – were proven to be 
effective in this situation, as they were in 2018 during the Day Zero water crisis. 
The full consequences of Covid-19 are still taking shape and we expect this risk 
to feature prominently in the next risk-assessment cycle, due to be completed in 
October 2020. Other areas that may feature are information technology risks due to 
our new ways of working. 

We are committed to regularly reviewing emerging and existing risks through close 
consultation with programme managers and senior leadership, and implementing 
policies and practices to mitigate their impact.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Independent review 
From January to March 2020, 
Dr Holly Dublin – the former chair 
of the IUCN’s Species Survival 
Commission and a well-known expert 
on sustainable use and livelihoods in 
southern Africa – conducted an in-
depth independent review of how we 
work at a strategic level. Her review led 
to three key recommendations: 

• Sharpen strategy to focus on 
programme outcomes, and 
monitoring and evaluation. 

• Improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the enabling functions 
– financial management, the 
business management system and 
performance management. 

• Develop a rigorous monitoring and 
evaluation system.

As a result of the review, we are 
reviewing how we measure and report 
on our impact and work together to 
ensure successful outcomes. 

New business management 
system implemented
We finalised the rollout of the NetSuite 
enterprise resource planning software 
to better integrate and streamline our 
business operations. This new platform 
makes the metrics that track our 
progress more visible and accessible, 
in an intelligent way. It allows us 
to better monitor and evaluate 
performance so that we can make 
targeted improvements across all areas 
of our organisation.

Leadership assessments
In August 2019, our executives 
and senior managers completed 
assessments aimed at strengthening 
their leadership abilities. The 
assessments focused on skills in 
management, delivery, teamwork and 
building a culture for success.
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Statement of responsibility and approval by the Board 
of Directors for the year ended 30 June 2020

The Directors are responsible for the preparation, integrity 
and fair presentation of the annual financial statements 
of WWF South Africa. The summarised annual financial 

statements presented on pages 53 to 59 have been derived 
from the annual financial statements of WWF South Africa 
for the year ended 30 June 2020, prepared in accordance 
with the International Financial Reporting Standard for 
Small and Medium-Sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs) and 
include amounts based on judgements and estimates made 
by management.

The going concern basis has been adopted in preparing the 
financial statements and the directors are of the opinion 
that the organisation will continue as a going concern in 
the future. 

The annual financial statements have been audited by the 
independent auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., who 
were given unrestricted access to all financial records and 
related data, including minutes of all meetings of the Board 
of Directors. The audit report of PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. 
is presented below.

The summarised annual financial statements, which have 
been derived from the audited annual financial statements 
of the organisation for the year ended 30 June 2020, were 
approved by the Board of Directors on 15 October 2020 and 
are signed on their behalf by: 

Mr Vusi Khanyile Prof Alex Watson 
Chairperson Director 

SUMMARISED ANNUAL 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Independent auditor’s report on the summary 

financial statements

To the Members of WWF South Africa (Voluntary Association 
not for gain)

Opinion
The summary financial statements of WWF South Africa 
(Voluntary Association not for gain), set out on pages 53 
to 59, which comprise the summary statement of financial 
position as at 30 June 2020, the summary statements of 
comprehensive income, changes in funds and cash flows for 
the year then ended, and related notes, are derived from the 
audited financial statements of WWF South Africa (Voluntary 
Association not for gain) for the year ended 30 June 2020. 

In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements 
are consistent, in all material respects, with the audited financial 
statements, in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities.

Summary financial statements
The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures 
required by International Financial Reporting Standards for 
Small and Medium-sized Entities as applicable to annual financial 
statements. Reading the summary financial statements and the 
auditor’s report thereon, therefore, is not a substitute for reading the 
audited financial statements and the auditor’s report thereon. The 
summary financial statements and the audited financial statements 
do not reflect the effects of events that occurred subsequent to the 
date of our report on the audited financial statements.

The audited financial statements and our report thereon
We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited 
financial statements in our report dated 15 October 2020. 

Director’s responsibility for the summary financial statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation of the summary 
financial statements in accordance with the International Financial 
Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities. 

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the 
summary financial statements are consistent, in all material 
respects, with the audited financial statements based on 
our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with 
International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 810 (Revised), 
Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. 
Director: NA Jacobs, Registered Auditor 

Cape Town, 15 October 2020
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2020
2020 2019

Notes  R’000  R’000 

ASSETS
Non-current assets 522 402 541 962 
Property, plant and equipment 2 256 385 243 179 
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss 3 266 017 298 783 

Current assets 50 389 52 309 
Accounts receivable and other debtors 7 520 14 765 
Inventory 577 834 
Cash and cash equivalents 4 42 292 36 710 

Total assets 572 791 594 271 

FUNDS AND LIABILITIES
Funds 448 307 450 376 
General fund - -
Capital fund 162 608 176 490 
Project funds - Restricted 33 294 34 850 
Property fund 252 405 239 036 

Current liabilities 124 484 143 895 
Accounts payable and other liabilities 6 064 20 610 
Provisions 5 13 109 10 645 
Deferred income 6 105 311 112 640 

Total funds and liabilities 572 791 594 271 

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
2020 2019

 R’000  R’000 

INCOME 175 667 152 672 

Subscriptions and donations - other 79 212 76 600 
Donations - property 13 446 7 305 
Public sector funding 32 233 15 168 
WWF Network project funding 13 929 13 647 
Bequests 6 451 12 659 
Interest and dividends 8 134 11 123 
Earned income 22 262 16 170 

DISBURSEMENTS 181 471 164 978 

Conservation disbursements 136 187 116 102 
Finance and Business support 24 657 23 183 
Marketing and Fundraising 20 627 25 693 

Operating deficit for the year (5 804) (12 306)
Net fair value gains 3 735 8 456 
Total comprehensive loss for the year (2 069) (3 850)
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
General Capital Project Property

Fund Fund Funds Fund  Total 
 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000  R’000 

Balance at 1 July 2018 - 188 450 34 016 231 760 454 226 
Total comprehensive loss for the year 204 (11 989) 630 7 305 (3 850)
Transfers of funds (204) 29 204 (29) -
Balance at 30 June 2019 - 176 490 34 850 239 036 450 376 

Total comprehensive loss for the year (16 837) 3 507 (2 185) 13 446 (2 069)

Transfers of funds 16 837 (17 389) 629 (77) -

Balance at 30 June 2020 - 162 608 33 294 252 405 448 307 

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
2020 2019

 R’000  R’000 
Cash flows from operating activities

Cash receipts from donors and other income 170 592 180 958 
Cash payments to suppliers, employees and projects (198 815) (149 544)
Cash (utilised in)/generated from operations (28 223) 31 414 
Interest and dividends received 8 133 11 123 
Net cash (outflow)/inflow from operating activities (20 090) 42 537 

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, equipment and improvements to leasehold property (15 016) (9 760)
Reinvestment of investment income (6 389) (9 573)
Purchase of investments - (44 802)
Drawings of investments 47 000 40 010 
Proceeds on sale of properties, vehicles and equipment 77 44 
Net cash generated/(utilised) from investing activities 25 672 (24 081)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 5 582 18 456 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 36 710 18 254 
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 42 292 36 710
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NOTES TO THE SUMMARISED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
1 ACCOUNTING POLICIES
 The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these annual financial statements are set out below. 

These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.

 Basis of preparation
 The summarised financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting 

Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs). The financial statements have been prepared on the 
historical cost basis, except for financial assets which are recognised at fair value, and incorporate the principal accounting 
policies set out below. They are presented in South African rands.

 The preparation of financial statements in conformity with the IFRS for SMEs requires the use of certain critical 
accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the organisation’s 
accounting policies.

 The following is an extract of the more important accounting policies, relevant to the summarised annual 
financial statements:

1.1 Property, plant and equipment 

  Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost or, if donated, at valuation on date less accumulated depreciation 
and any impairment losses. Land has an indefinite useful life and is therefore not depreciated. Property, plant and 
equipment are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their expected useful lives. The depreciation charge for each 
period is recognised in total comprehensive income unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset. 
The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each reporting date. Gains 
and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These are included in the 
statement of comprehensive income. Project Assets which has been made available to the organisation’s specific use 
are written off as project disbursements and title remain with the donor until completion of the project.

1.2 Financial instruments

  The organisation classifies its financial instruments into the following categories:

 – financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and 
– financial assets and liabilities at amortised cost.

 The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were acquired. Management determines the 
classification of its investments at initial recognition. 

 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
Financial instruments are initially measured at the transaction price. Financial instruments at fair value through profit 
or loss are subsequently carried at fair value. Gain and losses arising from changes in the fair value are recognised 
as follows: for “financial assets at fair value through profit or loss” – in profit or loss within “net fair value gains”. 
Dividends on financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are recognised in profit or loss as part of interest and 
dividends when the organisation’s right to receive payments is established. Interest income from financial assets at fair 
value through profit or loss is included in interest and dividends in the profit and loss.

 Accounts receivable and other debtors
 Accounts receivables are recognised initially at the transaction price. They are subsequently measured at amortised 

cost using the effective interest method, less provision for impairment. A provision for impairment of trade receivables 
is established when there is objective evidence that the group will not be able to collect all amounts due according to 
the original terms of the receivables.

 Accounts payables and other liabilities 
 Trade payables are recognised initially at the transaction price and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 

effective interest method.
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1.3 Foreign currency translation 

 Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the 
dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and 
from the translation of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at year-end exchange rates 
are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income.

1.4 Leases

 Leases in which a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by the lessor are classified as 
operating leases. Payments made under operating leases (net of any incentives received from the lessor) are charged 
to the statement of comprehensive income on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease. The leases have varying 
terms, escalation clauses and renewal rights. 

1.5 Revenue recognition

 Revenue comprises receipts of subscriptions, donations and bequests, sponsorship income, project funding, earned 
income, interest, dividends and the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for the sale of goods and 
services in the ordinary course of the organisation’s activities. Income is shown net of Value Added Tax, returns, 
rebates and discounts.

 The entity recognises revenue when: the amount of revenue can be reliably measured; it is probable that future 
economic benefits will flow to the entity; and specific criteria have been met for each of the entity’s activities, as 
described below.

(a) Interest income 

 Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method. 

(b) Dividend income

 Dividends are recognised when the right to receive payment is established. 

(c) Subscriptions, donations, sponsorship income and bequests

 Subscriptions, donations, sponsorship income and bequests are recognised when received. Donations of non-
cash items of a capital nature are brought to account at valuation on the dates of the transactions. Donations with 
donor imposed restrictions are retained within a restricted reserve until such time that it is utilised in line with 
such restrictions.

(d) Project income

 Project income is recognised when the entity has entitlement; receipt is probable; and the amount can be reliably 
measured. When income is received in advance of providing goods or services, it is deferred until the entity has 
performed the services for which the consideration was received.

(e) Earned income

 Earned income comprises of management fees received from associated trusts, project coordination and support 
fees, investment management fees and traversing fees. Earned income is recognised as it accrues and any 
advances received for project co-ordinations are deferred until the entity has performed the services for which the 
consideration was received.

1.6 Funds

 There are four main types of funds identified within reserves:

 General fund –  unrestricted funding received to support operational sustainability.

 Capital fund –  unrestricted funding received or transferred from the General fund that can be used at the discretion 
of the board.

 Project funds –   these are restricted donations where the donor has specified that the funds must be used for a 
particular objective or in respect of an identified project.

 Property fund –   restricted donations received where the donor has specified that the funds are to be utilised to 
support property acquisitions, which include freehold properties. 
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1.7 Retirement benefits

 The organisation participates in a defined contribution scheme, the assets of which are held in a separate trustee-
administered fund. The organisation’s contributions to the scheme are charged to the statement of comprehensive 
income in the year to which they relate. The organisation has no further payment obligations once the contributions 
have been paid.

1.8 Provisions

 Provisions for network fees are recognised when: the entity has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of 
past events; it is probable that a transfer of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation; and the amount 
can be reliably estimated.

 Provisions are measured at the present value of the amount expected to be required to settle the obligation using a pre-
tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the obligation. 

1.9 Inventories

 Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

 Net realisable value is estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of completion 
and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

2020 2019
 R’000  R’000 

2 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

Land and buildings

Land 209 237 197 931 
Buildings 43 521 41 381 
Accumulated depreciation (353) (276)

252 405 239 036 
Vehicles

At cost 355 355 
Accumulated depreciation (287) (256)

68 99
Equipment and leasehold improvements

At cost 11 689 10 118 
Accumulated depreciation (7 777) (6 074)

3 912 4 044 

256 385 243 179 

 Included in Land are nature reserves. The use and management of nature reserves has been transferred to relevant 
statutory conservation agencies by way of long-term lease agreements at nominal rentals. Details regarding these nature 
reserves are available at the registered office of the organisation. 
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2020 2019
 R’000  R’000 

3 FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT AND LOSS
Investments

Regulated Collective Investment Schemes 261 280 293 407 
Regulated Administrative Income Funds 4 737 5 376 

266 017 298 783 

All investments are categorised as Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss.

 Financial assets are mainly invested in regulated Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts), managed by authorised and 
regulated Financial Service Providers. Market and portfolio risk is managed by specialist and knowledgeable investment 
managers according to the strategic mandate. Asset class exposure is diversified and the long-term strategic benchmarks 
are: Equities 70% and Income Funds 30%.

4 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Current 1 387 1 344 
Cash advances 8 7 
Term and call deposits 40 897 35 359 

42 292 36 710 

 Cash resources are structured on a combination of floating and fixed interest rates. The organisation’s exposure to interest 
rate risk and the effective interest rates at year-end are: 
Local institutions – Call and fixed accounts 2.85% to 3.80% (2019: 5.15% to 6.80%) 
Local institutions – Current accounts o% to 3.00% (2019: 1% to 4.05%) 
Cash resources are monitored by management on a proactive basis.

5 PROVISIONS
Provision for network fees

Opening balance 10 645 11 953 
Current year change 7 403 5 706 
Amounts charged against provision current year (4 939) (7 014)

13 109 10 645 

6 DEFERRED INCOME
Deferred earned income 5 687 9 468 
Deferred project income 99 624 103 172 

105 311 112 640 

7 COMMITMENTS
 The organisation is committed to make payments on: 

7.1 Approved projects

Within the next 12 months 91 445 102 015 
Thereafter 8 179 28 425 

99 624 130 440 
7.2 Office rental

Within the next 12 months 3 904 3 438 
Between 2 – 4 years 7 686 6 622 

11 590 10 060 
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8 CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
 The organisation has provided a guarantee to the value of R27 100 to Absa Bank Limited for provision of electricity by 

Eskom to the Southern African Wildlife College. The Foundation has also provided a guarantee to the value of R975 112 
to Eris Property Group (Pty) Ltd in respect of the lease agreement of 1st Floor, Bridge House, Boundary Terraces, 
Mariendahl Lane, Newlands. The Foundation has committed to provide Eris Property Group (Pty) Ltd with an amended 
guarantee in the amount of R1 263 723 in respect of a new lease renewal period and additional leased premises, to expire 
31 March 2025.

9 RETIREMENT BENEFITS
 The organisation participates in a defined contribution scheme. Most permanent employees are members of the scheme, 

which is privately administered independent of the finances of the organisation. The scheme is governed by the Pension 
Funds Act of 1956 (as amended).

10 TAXATION
 The organisation has been approved by the South African Revenue Services as a “public benefit organisation” in terms of 

section 30 of the Income Tax Act and is exempt from income tax in terms of section 10(1)(cN) of the Act. Donations to the 
organisation are exempt from donations tax and estate duty and will be tax-deductible in the hands of donors in terms of 
and subject to the limitations prescribed in Section 18A of the Income Tax Act.

11 GOING CONCERN
 As a result of the global coronavirus pandemic and corresponding international health and economic crises unfolding, 

South Africa, similar to many countries around the world, was locked down in terms of strict regulations imposed by the 
government. Lockdown measures were gradually relaxed and since 21 September 2020 South Africa moved to alert level 1. 
While the final outcome is still unclear it is anticipated that the negative economic impact in South Africa and around 
the world will be severe in the short to medium term. While the organisation will not be immune to these challenges, 
it has been able to continue most operations. All projects are continuously assessed and adjusted in accordance with 
available cashflow. The short- to medium-term severity of the global coronavirus pandemic and consequent impact on the 
profitability of our business, however, remain uncertain.

 The current assessment of management is that sufficient liquidity is available to meet obligations over the next 12 months 
and that the organisation will therefore remain a going concern. Management is however continuously assessing the impact 
of the Covid-19 pandemic on operations, financial performance and the going-concern assumption and will implement 
additional measures to minimise the impact where possible.

 The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of the accounting policies applicable to a going concern. 
This basis presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and that realisation of assets, settlement of 
liabilities and contingent obligations will occur in the ordinary course of business.    

12 MATERIAL EVENTS AFTER YEAR-END
 No matter which is material to the financial affairs of the organisation has occurred between the statement of financial 

position date and the date of approval of the financial statements.

        

 The annual audited financial statements are available at the registered office of the organisation.
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
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Engaging your staff through payroll 
giving creates a culture of participation 
and giving 

PAYROLL GIVING

Support our work by donating 
once-off or by becoming a regular 
debit donor

wwf.org.za/donate

MAKE A DONATION

From CSI to corporate strategies, 
WWF is your partner for innovation 
and shared value towards 
business sustainability

BECOME A 
BUSINESS PARTNER

The For Nature campaign invites 
cyclists, runners and swimmers 
to raise funds and awareness 
for conservation

GET ACTIVE 
FOR NATURE

Products that meet our sustainability 
criteria can be co-branded with our 
logo, with a percentage of proceeds 
coming to WWF

CAUSE-RELATED 
MARKETING

By leaving a bequest in your will, you 
leave a living legacy that will have a 
lasting impact

LEAVE A LEGACY

Support our work by purchasing from 
our wide range of WWF merchandise

wwf.org.za/shop

SHOP WITH WWF

http://www.wwf.org.za/donate
http://www.wwf.org.za/shop


OUR MISSION IS TO CHAMPION 
THE EARTH’S CAPACITY 

TO PROVIDE A SOURCE OF 
INSPIRATION, SUSTAINABLE 
FOOD, WATER AND CLEAN 

ENERGY FOR ALL.
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1st Floor, Bridge House, Boundary Terraces, Mariendahl Lane, Newlands, Cape Town. 
PO Box 23273, Claremont, 7735, t: +27 21 657 6600, e: info@wwf.org.za, www.wwf.org.za
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FOR NATURE. FOR YOU. wwf.org.za

To champion the earth’s capacity to 
provide a source of inspiration, sustainable 
food, water and clean energy for all.


